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Development of a New Monte Carlo Code for  
Large-Scale Power Reactor Analysis 
by 
Hyunsuk Lee 
 
Abstract 
 
The high-fidelity multiphysics simulation using transport codes are being mainstream in the reactor 
physics society. Monte Carlo neutron transport code is one of the most promising candidates of 
neutronics code of multiphysics simulation since it has advantages of using continuous energy cross 
section and explicit geometry modeling. Most of the methods required for the Monte Carlo multiphysics 
simulation has been developed and studied well individually. However, Monte Carlo method have not 
been able to be applied for large-scale multiphysics simulation such as Pressurized Water Reactor 
analysis because of the limited computing power, memory storage and especially lack of Monte Carlo 
codes adapted for large-scale power reactor simulation. Development of Monte Carlo multiphysics code 
is a challenging due to two aspect: implementing various state of the art techniques into one single code 
system and making it feasible running simulations on practical computing machines. 
A new Monte Carlo multiphysics code named MCS was developed for large-scale power reactor 
analysis. Various state-of-the art techniques were implemented to make it practical tool for multiphysics 
simulation including thermal hydraulics, depletion, equilibrium xenon, eigenvalue search, on-the-fly 
cross section generation, hash-indexing, parallel fission bank. The high performance of MCS was 
achieved and demonstrated. The test result confirmed that the overhead of massive number of tallies is 
only a one percent up to 13M tally bins, and the parallel efficiency was maintained above 90% up to 
1,120 processors when solving power reactor simulation. 
The fundamental study of power reactor analysis was performed to decide calculation condition 
including burnup sensitivity, mesh sensitivity, history sensitivity against pressurized water reactor 
benchmark problem BEAVRS Cycle 1. Finally, capability of power reactor analysis was demonstrated 
against BEAVRS Cycle 1 and 2.  
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I. Introduction 
 
1.1. Background 
 
The two-step method has been widely used for the reactor analysis thanks to the short computing 
time with reasonable accuracy. Two-step method has five steps including the library generation steps as 
shown in Figure I-1. It starts with the reconstruction of cross sections from the evaluated nuclear data 
file [1]. The data processing code NJOY [2] is typically used in this step to generate the point-wise cross 
sections. After that the point-wise cross sections are condensed to the multi-group cross sections by 
using the solution of zero-dimensional slowing down calculation with variation of background cross 
sections. 
 
 
Figure I-1: Conventional two-step method procedure including library generation. 
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Next step is to estimate the effective multi-group cross section for a given problem. The estimated 
effective cross sections are used in two-dimensional lattice physics code for group constant generation 
which will be used for core calculation. Finally, three-dimensional reactor core analysis will be 
conducted by employing nodal diffusion code using group constants from lattice code. This 
conventional procedure is called two-step method since two neutronics simulations are employed in 
this scheme: lattice physics code for group constant generation and nodal diffusion code for reactor 
analysis. Over last decades, reactor physics society was focusing on accuracy enhancement of two-step 
method. 
 
The high-fidelity multiphysics simulation is becoming a main stream of reactor physics society with 
the demand of reliable reactor analysis and the increase of computational resources. It was not 
achievable mission because of lack of computing power and memory storage. It has been only recently 
started the researches on high-fidelity multiphysics simulation and currently there are many researchers 
have focused on this area to solve the three-dimensional core geometry directly by adopting transport 
method as shown in Figure I-2. Unlikely two-step method, there is no homogenization and geometry 
approximation in three-dimensional transport simulation which makes it more reliable.  
 
 
Figure I-2: Three-dimension transport simulation procedure. 
 
The fundamental challenges of high-fidelity multiphysics large-scale reactor simulation is that it 
requires immense amount of computing time and memory requirement to accurately model the very 
complex geometry of reactor. According to the challenges of high-fidelity simulations described in the 
papers [3][4][5], it requires 4 Tera bytes memory only for the burnup related variables including isotopic 
number density, reaction rates as shown in Table I-1. In addition to the memory issue, it requires 
tremendous computing time to satisfy the convergence criteria of the solution. 
The Consortium for the Advanced Simulation of Light water reactors (CASL) [6] project team leads 
the high-fidelity simulation area under support of Department of Energy (EOC). At the present time, 
they have a lot of progress on multiphysics simulation with deterministic transport solver MPACT 
[7][8][9].  
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Table I-1: Memory Requirement for LWR Burnup Simulation. 
Number of Fuel Pins ~50,000 
Axial Mesh ~400 
Radial Mesh ~10 
Number of Nuclides ~300 
Number of Reaction Types ~9 
Data Type 8 bytes 
Memory Requirement  ~4.32 TB 
 
At the same time, there have been efforts to apply Monte Carlo method on multiphysics simulation. 
Much research has been conducted on techniques essential for multiphysics simulation, and most of the 
issues have already been solved. The remaining issue of Monte Carlo multiphysics simulation is to 
develop Monte Carlo code combining all the features and make it feasible running on practical work 
station.  
There are many excellent Monte Carlo codes used widely for various purpose such as MCNP [10], 
Serpent [11], McCARD [12], and OpenMC [13]. However, there was no Monte Carlo code able to 
perform power reactor simulation practically at the time when we started this research. Thus, we have 
decided to develop a new Monte Carlo code named MCS targeting large-scale power reactor simulation 
since 2013 [14]. In 2017, we have published the first solution of BEAVRS benchmark considering cell-
wise burnup and thermal hydraulics feedbacks [15]. 
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1.2. Objective of Thesis 
 
The target of this thesis is development of Monte Carlo multiphysics simulation. The objectives of 
this thesis are as below:  
 
1. Development of a new Monte Carlo code MCS 
2. Demonstration of power reactor simulation capability 
3. Sensitivity study of power reactor simulation 
 
In section II, general features of a new Monte Carlo code MCS is described. The developed code 
has all common features required for the neutronics transport simulation, and it is tested against several 
benchmark cases. The parallel efficiency and tally efficiency are also presented in this section. 
In section III, the inter-cycle correlation of Monte Carlo simulation for high dominance problem is 
studied. The inter-cycle correlation breaks the assumption of central limit theorem leading the under 
estimation of statistical uncertainty. The model to estimate the variance bias depending on tally batch 
size is derived, and numerical tests is performed on large-scale reactor benchmark.  
In section IV, the feedbacks required for the power reactor simulation are discussed: depletion, 
thermal hydraulics feedback, on-the-fly temperature feedback, and critical boron search. The depletion 
capability is implemented by adopting CRAM method. In addition to the depletion capability, 
equilibrium xenon feedback capability is studied to prevent the unphysical oscillation induced by the 
statistical uncertainty of xenon number density. The thermal hydraulics feedback function is 
implemented by using closed channel code TH1D. The thermal hydraulics feedback is tested against 
VERA benchmark hot full power assembly problem comparing the solution of MPACT and MC21.  
In section V, the large-scale power reactor simulation is studied. The sensitivity study is performed 
to decide calculation condition including burnup step, mesh structure for feedbacks. The variance 
overestimation is also studied induced by multiphysics feedback. Finally, the accuracy of MCS is tested 
against BEAVRS benchmark by comparing measured data and two step code STREAM/RAST-K. 
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II. The MCS Monte Carlo Code 
 
2.1. Transport Equation 
 
MCS solves time-independent Boltzmann neutron transport equation which can be written as 
follows [16]: 
 
 1T F
k
 =   , (II.1) 
 
( , , ) ( , ) ( , , )
( , , ) ( , , )
t
s
T E E E
dE d E E E
=  + 
     −   → →  
Ω r Ω r r Ω
r Ω Ω r Ω
 , (II.2) 
 1 ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , , )
4
f
E
F dE d E E E
k



   =   
r
Ω r r r Ω  , (II.3) 
 
where Φ(r,E,Ω) is the angular flux, Σt (r,E) is the total cross section, Σf (r,E) is the fission cross 
section, ν(r,𝐸')  is the average number of neutron production per fissions, χ(r,E)  is the fission 
spectrum, Σs (r,E
' → E, Ω→ Ω') is the scattering cross section, and k is the multiplication factor. 
 
The Boltzmann equation in (II.1) can be re-written as following by multiplying FT-1 
 
 
1
S HS
k
=  , (II.4) 
 S F=   , (II.5) 
 1H FT −=  , (II.6) 
 
where S is the fission source density and H is fission matrix. The fission source density at cycle i can 
be calculated with following equation 
 
 1
1
1i i
i
S HS
k
−
−
=  . (II.7) 
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2.2. Program Flow 
 
MCS reads the input file and initialize the problem including data structure of geometry, materials, 
tallies, cross sections, depletion. After initialization, it performs criticality simulation as following steps 
described in the Figure II-1.  
1. Sample initial neutron or restore neutron from fission bank. 
2. Performs particle transport repeatedly until finish tracking N (number of histories) particles. 
3. Save the tally result (sum and sum2)to estimate the average and standard deviation. 
4. Repeat the steps 1-2 during inactive cycles. 
5. Repeat the steps 1-3 during active cycles. 
 
 
Figure II-1: Program flow of MCS criticality simulation. 
 
Particle transport is performed one at a time in any case as following steps: 
1. Sample the particle information including position, direction, energy, weight, time.  
2. Initialize the random number seed.  
3. Search the cell index where the particle is positioned.  
4. Calculates the cross sections of material where the particle is positioned. 
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5. Sample the distance to collision: 
The distance to the next collision is sampled as shown in Figure II-2 with macro total cross 
section Σt by following equation: 
 
 
( )ln
col
t
d

= −

 , (II.8) 
 
where ξ is pseudo-random number sampled from uniform distribution on [0,1]. 
 
 
Figure II-2: Sampling distance to collision. 
 
6. Calculate distance to nearest surface dsur. 
7. If dcol > dsur as shown in Figure II-3, move particle position to the surface boundary and 
repeat the procedure from step 3. 
 
 
Figure II-3: Geometry tracking when dcol > dsur. 
 
8. If dcol < dsur as shown in Figure II-4, move particle position to the collision site and proceed 
the collision simulation.  
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Figure II-4: Geometry tracking when dcol < dsur. 
 
9. Once the collision is decided, the collision nuclide is sampled with the probability as shown in 
Eq. (II.9) proportional to the macro total cross section of each nuclide i 
 
 
,
( )
t i
t
P i

=

 , (II.9) 
 
10. Once the nuclide is sampled, the reaction type x is sampled with the probability proportional to 
the micro cross sections of x as shown in Eq. (II.10) 
 
 ( )
x
t
P x


=  , (II.10) 
 
11. If the scattering reaction is decided, sample the outgoing energy and direction and repeat from 
the step 4. If absorption reaction is decided, terminate the particle tracking. If fission reaction is 
decided, save the fission neutron information into fission bank and terminate the particle 
tracking.  
12. Repeat the steps from 1-11 until finish tracking all the particles. 
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2.3. Pseudo-Random Number Generation 
 
The pseudo-random number generation algorithm Linear Congruential Generator (LCG) is adopted 
in MCS. The LCG starts with the initial random seed ξ0 , and calculates the sequence of random 
numbers as following equation: 
 
 1 modi ig c M + = +  , (II.11) 
 11
i
irn
M
 +
+ =  , (II.12) 
 
where g, c, and M are constants. The randomness and period of random number generator is depending 
on those constants. Thus, the constants must be chosen very carefully, and the randomness must be 
tested. The verified constants which are a default constant in MCNP is adopted in MCS: g=519, ξ0=5
19, 
c=0, and M=248 [17]. In addition to the randomness of pseudo-random number, it is important to be able 
to skip the random number sequence for the reproducibility in a parallel simulation. The number of skip 
numbers is called stride, and the stride value used in MCS is 152,917. The random number seed k step 
ahead can be calculated as Eq. (II.13) [18]:  
 
 1 0
1
mod
1
k
k
i
g
g c M
g
 +
−
=  + 
−
 . (II.13) 
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2.4. Geometry 
 
MCS employs constructive solid geometry (CSG) to build arbitrarily complex geometry. In a CSG 
system, any type of geometry can be defined by bounding surfaces that can be defined in equation. For 
example, the sphere surface centered at (x0,y0,z0) with radius R can be defined in equation as 
 
 
2 2 2 2
0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )x x y y z z R− + − + − =  . (II.14) 
 
The positive or negative space shown in Figure II-5 can be defined with surface by assigning sign. 
The positive space is where the f(x,y,z) is positive, and the negative space is where it is negative 
 
 
2 2 2 2
0 0 0( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( )f x y z x x y y z z R= − + − + − −  . (II.15) 
 
 
Figure II-5: Example of sphere spaces. 
 
MCS supports universe-based geometry modeling like MCNP. This function helps users to model 
the repeated structure such as pin and assembly in the pressurized water reactor. Three types of geometry 
definitions are available in MCS:  
- Cell: cell is constructed with the surface defining single component. The cell can be filled with 
material, universe, or lattice. 
- Universe: universe is a set of cells. The universe is constructed with multiple number of cells. 
The universe must fill the cell to be exist on the geometry model. The universe can fill the cell 
repeatedly just like the material.  
- Lattice: lattice is a set of universes in a regular pattern such as rectangular or hexagonal array.  
 
Figure II-6 shows the hierarchy structure of reactor core geometry. Pin is a universe composed of fuel, 
gap, cladding, and water cells. The pin universe is repeatedly used to construct assembly lattice. Finally, 
the assembly lattice is used to construct the core geometry. 
11 
 
 
Figure II-6: Hierarchy structure of reactor core geometry. 
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2.5. Nuclear Physics 
 
MCS can simulate the neutron energies ranging 10-11 MeV to 20 MeV. The data governing the 
neutron-nuclei interaction can be found as ENDF format file in the nuclear data libraries [19]. To be 
used in MCS, the ENDF format file data is processed first by the nuclear data processing code NJOY 
[20] into the ACE format files. ACE format file contains many data including cross sections, fission 
energy spectrum, energy distribution of secondary particle, angle distribution of secondary particle, 
average number of fission neutrons.   
 
MCS can treat all the common nuclear physics including fission reaction, (n,xn) scattering, 
disappearance reactions, elastic scattering, and inelastic scattering reactions. Following functions are 
implemented to sample the energy and angle of secondary neutron [21]: 
- Sampling angle from isotropic angle distribution 
- Sampling angle from equiprobable angle bin distribution 
- Sampling angle from tabular angular distribution 
- ACE law 1 – tabular equiprobable energy bins 
- ACE law 3 – inelastic level scattering 
- ACE law 4 – continuous tabular distribution 
- ACE law 7 – Maxwell fission spectrum 
- ACE law 9 – Evaporation spectrum 
- ACE law 11 – Energy-dependent Watt spectrum 
- ACE law 44 – Kalbach-Mann correlated scattering 
- ACE law 61 – correlated energy and angle distribution 
- ACE law 66 – n-body phase space distribution 
 
Data in ACE file is tabulated over relative energy which is depending on the velocity of neutron and 
velocity of target nuclei. If the neutron energy is relatively large enough to ignore the energy of target 
nucleus, MCS uses the energy of neutron as relative energy, and assume target at rest. However, the 
motion of target must be considered if the energy of neutron of comparable with it of target. MCS uses 
the free-gas approximation if the neutron energy is less than 400kT or the target is 1H, and uses Fast 
Effective Scattering Kernel [22] or Doppler Broadening Rejection Correction [23] methods if the energy 
is in range of 0.4eV to 210KeV and the atomic weight of target is larger than 200. In addition, MCS 
uses S(α,β) data for bound scattering in thermal range. For the unresolved energy range, MCS uses 
probability table to consider the self-shielding effect [24]. 
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2.6. Tallies 
 
The tally capability in MCS is expressed in Eq. (II.16): 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , ,
r E
R dr d dEF r E Q r E r E

=        , (II.16) 
 
where W is the total weight of neutron, wj is the weight of neutron, F is the filter, Q is the scoring 
quantity. 
 
 ( ) ( )
1
, , , ,j
Event
R w F r E Q r E
W
=    . (II.17) 
 
For criticality simulations, MCS tallies the following essential global parameters by default: 
Shannon entropy calculated from the cell-wise fission source distribution, total power, core average 
flux, leakage, and keff values as given by the collision estimator, track-length estimator and absorption 
estimator. User can also specify how and what to tally using the following input options: scoring 
quantity, estimator, energy bin, time bin, filter, mesh and indices.  
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2.7. Convergence Check 
 
If the fission source distribution is not converged, the solution can be biased. That is why Monte 
Carlo codes has inactive cycle for the source convergence. Therefore, enough number of inactive cycles 
must be used, and the convergence of fission source must be checked. The global parameter such as keff 
converges faster than the fission source distribution, and the fission source distribution is hard to be 
checked. MCS calculates the Shannon entropy [25] and center of mass by default to check source 
convergence. Shannon entropy is single value represent the distribution and the center of mass is center 
position of fission neutrons. Both quantities are calculated with the fission neutron sites. 
 
MCS uses the fission source distribution of cells to calculate the Shannon entropy H as following:  
 
 
Number of source in cell 
Total number of fission sources
i
i
S =  , (II.18) 
 
2
1
log
N
i i
i
H S S
=
= −  , (II.19) 
 
where N is the number of cells. 
 
The center of neutron site (xc,yc,zc) can be calculated with the position of all neutrons stored in fission 
bank: 
 
 ( ) ( )
1
1
, , , ,
N
c c c i i i
i
x y z x y z
N =
=   . (II.20) 
 
where (xi,yi,zi) is position of i
th neutron. 
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2.8. Statistics 
 
All results of Monte Carlo simulation including effective multiplication factor, reaction rate, and 
flux are an estimated mean and standard deviation as a result of random sampling. In order to understand 
the result of Monte Carlo simulation correctly, it is very important to understand how the values are 
estimated. Two key concepts must be explained first Law of Large Numbers (LLN) and Central Limit 
Theorem (CLT). Law of large Numbers (LLN) is obvious but important theorem. LLN states that the 
average of samples will converge to the expected value μ as n gets larger:  
 
 ( )lim 1n
n
P X  
→
−  =  , (II.21) 
 ( )1 2... X /n nX X X n= + +  , (II.22) 
 
where ε is an arbitrary positive number. LLN guarantees that the Monte Carlo result with infinite number 
of samples will be converges to the true value. CLT states that the distribution of sample average 
converges to the normal distribution as sample size n approaches to infinity as shown in Eq. (II.23) if 
samples are independent and identically distributed. 
 
 ( )2
1
1
0,
n d
i
i
n X N
n
 
=
  
− →  
  
  . (II.23) 
 
Most of the Monte Carlo codes, two terminologies are frequently used: history and cycle (or batch). 
History means the number of particles simulated per one cycle. The standard deviation is estimated with 
the sample Q which is the average of samples during each cycle as followings: 
 
 
2
2 2
1
1 1
1
N
i
i
Q Q Q
N N

=
 
  = −   −  
  , (II.24) 
 
1
1 M
i m
m
Q q
M =
=   , (II.25) 
 
where N is the number of cycles and M is the number of histories.  
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2.9. Numerical Tests 
 
MCS is neutron transport code capable of criticality calculation. All general features are 
implemented in MCS including collision kernel, transport kernel, tally kernel, migration kernel. In this 
section, the accuracy of MCS is tested comparing other codes and measured data.  
 
2.9.1. ICSBEP 
 
MCS was tested for critical safety analysis with 23 selected critical benchmarks from the 
International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP). Selected problems have very 
simple geometry constructed with one or few spheres. The simulations were performed with ENDF/B-
VII.0 library using two codes: MCNP6, and MCS. In this case, the probability-table capability was 
verified together with the collision kernel. MCS and MCNP6 were simulated two times each with and 
without probability-table option to verify the probability table function together with collision kernel. 
Table II-1 and Figure II-7 show the multiplication factor with probability table. The result of MCS is 
compared with the result of MCNP and measured data. The MCS results match well within 2sigma with 
MCNP6, and it matches well with measured data too. Figure II-8 shows the effective multiplication 
factor without probability table and Figure II-9 shows the effect of probability table. As shown in the 
figures, MCS result matches well with MCNP. 
 
Figure II-7: Effective multiplication facot for ICSBEP benchmark. 
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Table II-1: Effective Multiplication Factor for ICSBEP Benchmark. 
# Case Measured Uncertainty MCS SD MCNP SD 
1 HEU-MET-FAST-001 1.00000 0.00100 0.99998 0.00010 0.99994 0.00008 
2 
HEU-MET-FAST-003, 
case2-1 
1.00000 0.00500 1.00832 0.00010 1.00846 0.00008 
3 
HEU-MET-FAST-003, 
case2-2 
1.00000 0.00500 1.00913 0.00009 1.00945 0.00008 
4 
HEU-MET-FAST-003, 
case2-3 
1.00000 0.00500 1.01256 0.00009 1.01271 0.00009 
5 
HEU-MET-FAST-003, 
case2-4 
1.00000 0.00500 1.01676 0.00010 1.01701 0.00008 
6 HEU-MET-FAST-028 1.00000 0.00300 1.00301 0.00009 1.00284 0.00008 
7 
HEU-SOL-THERM-013, 
case 1 
1.00120 0.00260 0.99873 0.00007 0.99871 0.00007 
8 
HEU-SOL-THERM-013, 
case 2 
1.00070 0.00360 0.99758 0.00007 0.99769 0.00008 
9 
HEU-SOL-THERM-013, 
case 3 
1.00090 0.00360 0.99426 0.00008 0.99421 0.00008 
10 
HEU-SOL-THERM-013, 
case 4 
1.00030 0.00360 0.99597 0.00009 0.99570 0.00009 
11 IEU-MET-FAST-015 1.00070 0.00110 0.99938 0.00008 0.99928 0.00012 
12 IEU-SOL-THERM-002 1.00010 0.00540 1.00849 0.00006 1.00852 0.00011 
13 PU-MET-FAST-001 1.00000 0.00200 1.00017 0.00011 0.99986 0.00007 
14 PU-MET-FAST-002 1.00000 0.00200 1.00028 0.00011 0.99990 0.00008 
15 PU-MET-FAST-019 0.99920 0.00150 0.99770 0.00011 0.99782 0.00008 
16 PU-MET-FAST-022 1.00000 0.00210 0.99861 0.00011 0.99857 0.00007 
17 
PU-SOL-THERM-001-
case16-1 
1.00000 0.00520 1.00992 0.00012 1.01009 0.00011 
18 
PU-SOL-THERM-001-
case16-5 
1.00000 0.00520 1.00618 0.00013 1.00614 0.00012 
19 
PU-SOL-THERM-011-
case18-1 
1.00000 0.00520 0.99424 0.00011 0.99448 0.00009 
20 
PU-SOL-THERM-011-
case18-6 
1.00000 0.00520 1.00028 0.00011 0.99999 0.00012 
21 U233-MET-FAST-001 1.00000 0.00100 0.99967 0.00010 0.99959 0.00007 
22 U233-MET-FAST-002 1.00000 0.00100 0.99922 0.00011 0.99912 0.00007 
23 U233-MET-FAST-003 1.00000 0.00100 0.99838 0.00011 0.99860 0.00008 
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Figure II-8: Effective multiplication factor for ICSBEP benchmark without probabilit-table. 
 
 
Figure II-9: Effect of probability table option for ICSBEP benchmark. 
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2.9.2. INDC Benchmark 
 
INDC benchmark is benchmark designed to see how accurately we can calculate thermal systems 
[27]. The benchmark problem is artificial pin problem composed of fuel and water regions as shown in 
Figure II-10. Three problems are in the benchmark with fuel radius of 1/2 inch, 1/4 inch, and 1/8 inch. 
The pin pitch is 5.08cm and coolant density is 1g/cm3 for all three cases. The fuel density for three cases 
are presented in Table II-2. 
 
 
Figure II-10: Configuration of INDC benchmark half inch pin. 
 
Table II-2: Fuel Composition for INDC Benchmark. 
Case ZA Density (#/barn-cm) 
1/2″ pin 
92235 4.6614E-04 
92238 4.7099E-02 
1/4″ pin 
92235 1.6653E-03 
92238 4.5915E-02 
1/8″ pin 
92235 3.3589E-02 
92238 1.4395E-02 
 
The ENDF-VII.0 library is used for both MCNP6 and MCS simulations. All three cases were solved 
with and without thermal scattering data to verify the thermal scattering kernel. Table II-3 shows the 
effective multiplication factor for INDC benchmark. Total six cases are in the table with and without 
thermal scattering data for three pin geometries. All six cases show good agreement within 2sigma. Half 
inch problem was selected for further comparison. The flux distribution was tallied with 616 energy 
groups. The standard deviation of group-wise flux is less than 0.2% for most of the energy range. Figure 
II-11 shows the energy spectrum of MCS and MCNP for half inch problem. The flux spectrum also 
matches perfectly.  
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Table II-3: Effective Multiplication Factor for INDC Benchmark. 
Case MCNP SD MCS SD Diff. (pcm) 
1/2″ no S(α,β) 1.01649 0.00004 1.01658 0.00004 -9 
1/2″ S(α,β) 0.96812 0.00004 0.96806 0.00004 6 
1/4″ pin no S(α,β) 1.01320 0.00016 1.01359 0.00017 -39 
1/4″ pin S(α,β) 0.92197 0.00017 0.92214 0.00019 -17 
1/8″ pin no S(α,β) 1.01320 0.00021 1.01327 0.00024 -7 
1/8″ pin S(α,β) 0.90950 0.00021 0.90895 0.00023 55 
 
 
Figure II-11: Flux spectrum for INDC half inch problem. 
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2.9.3. The Doppler-Defect Benchmark 
 
The Doppler-defect benchmark [28] is the problem designed to verify the capability to estimate the 
Doppler coefficient. This benchmark is selected to verify the Doppler Broadening Rejection Correction 
(DBRC) function together with free gas scattering kernel. There are three subsets of benchmark with 
same pin geometry as shown in Figure II-12: UO2 fuel ranging from natural enrichment to 5.0 wt.%, 
reactor-recycle MOX fuel ranging 1 wt.% to 8 wt.% PuO2, weapons-grade MOX ranging 1 wt.% to 6 
wt.% PuO2.  
 
 
Figure II-12: Configuration of Doppler-defect benchmark. 
 
This benchmark contains the pairs of Hot Zero Power (HZP) and Hot Full Power (HFP) 
specifications. In HZP state, the temperatures for fuel, gap, cladding, and coolant are 600K identically. 
In HFP state, the fuel temperature is 900K, and the remaining regions are 600K as HZP. The simulations 
were performed two times for each case with and without DBRC option by using ENDF-VII.0 library. 
The Doppler coefficient was calculated as follow:  
 
 
Dop
Fuel
DC
T

=

 , (II.26) 
 
1 1
Dop
HZP HFPk k
 = −  . (II.27) 
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Figure II-13 shows the Doppler coefficient estimated by MCS and Serpent with 1sigma for UO2 fuel 
problem. MCS and serpent matches very well within standard deviation for all cases. Figure II-14 and 
Figure II-15 show the Doppler coefficient for reactor-recycle MOX fuel and weapons-grade MOX fuel. 
MCS shows good agreement also for those cases. Table II-4 show the multiplication factor for all three 
cases with and without DBRC. As shown in the table, the effective multiplication factors are also match 
well within standard deviation for all cases verifying the accuracy of MCS.  
 
 
Figure II-13: Doppler coefficient for Doppler-defect benchmark UO2 fuel. 
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Figure II-14: Doppler coefficient for Doppler-defect benchmark reactor-recycle MOX fuel. 
 
 
Figure II-15: Doppler coefficient for Doppler-defect benchmark weapons-grade MOX fuel. 
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Table II-4: Effective Multiplication Factor for Doppler-Defect Benchmark. 
Case (enrichment wt.%) 
HZP HFP HZP - DBRC HFP - DBRC 
Serpent SD MCS SD Serpent SD MCS SD Serpent SD MCS SD Serpent SD MCS SD 
UO2 
0.711 0.66561  0.00004  0.66562  0.00003  0.65980  0.00004  0.65979  0.00003  0.66513  0.00004  0.66525  0.00003  0.65875  0.00004  0.65871  0.00003  
1.6 0.96077  0.00003  0.96082  0.00004  0.95262  0.00004  0.95266  0.00004  0.96019  0.00003  0.96031  0.00004  0.95110  0.00004  0.95116  0.00005  
2.4 1.09901  0.00003  1.09906  0.00005  1.08994  0.00003  1.08993  0.00004  1.09831  0.00004  1.09842  0.00005  1.08813  0.00003  1.08826  0.00005  
3.1 1.17695  0.00004  1.17694  0.00004  1.16739  3.00000  1.16745  0.00005  1.17620  0.00003  1.17632  0.00005  1.16561  0.00003  1.16562  0.00006  
3.9 1.23967  0.00004  1.23972  0.00005  1.22981  0.00003  1.22974  0.00006  1.23891  0.00003  1.23895  0.00005  1.22782  0.00003  1.22794  0.00005  
4.5 1.27503  0.00003  1.27507  0.00005  1.26498  0.00003  1.26510  0.00005  1.27433  0.00003  1.27439  0.00005  1.26312  0.00003  1.26311  0.00005  
5 1.29947  0.00003  1.29943  0.00006  1.28928  0.00003  1.28935  0.00005  1.29859  0.00003  1.29865  0.00006  1.28725  0.00003  1.28743  0.00006  
Recycle-MOX 
0 0.66561  0.00004  0.66562  0.00003  0.65980  0.00004  0.65979  0.00003  0.66513  0.00004  0.66525  0.00003  0.65875  0.00004  0.65871  0.00003  
1 0.94479  0.00004  0.94467  0.00005  0.93521  0.00004  0.93510  0.00005  0.94390  0.00004  0.94390  0.00004  0.93332  0.00005  0.93332  0.00005  
2 1.02058  0.00005  1.02064  0.00005  1.00965  0.00005  1.00964  0.00006  1.01968  0.00004  1.01967  0.00005  1.00765  0.00005  1.00762  0.00005  
4 1.07575  0.00004  1.07581  0.00005  1.06410  0.00005  1.06414  0.00005  1.07475  0.00004  1.07485  0.00005  1.06207  0.00005  1.06202  0.00005  
6 1.10448  0.00004  1.10455  0.00006  1.09267  0.00004  1.09264  0.00005  1.10348  0.00004  1.10353  0.00005  1.09060  0.00004  1.09065  0.00006  
8 1.12793  0.00004  1.12784  0.00005  1.11596  0.00005  1.11607  0.00005  1.12696  0.00004  1.12705  0.00005  1.11415  0.00004  1.11427  0.00005  
Weapon-MOX 
0 0.66561  0.00004  0.66562  0.00003  0.65980  0.00004  0.65979  0.00003  0.66513  0.00004  0.66525  0.00003  0.65875  0.00004  0.65871  0.00003  
1 1.09052  0.00004  1.09039  0.00005  1.08136  0.00004  1.08144  0.00005  1.08971  0.00004  1.08974  0.00006  1.07963  0.00004  1.07951  0.00005  
2 1.18106  0.00004  1.18112  0.00006  1.17001  0.00003  1.17007  0.00005  1.18014  0.00004  1.18016  0.00005  1.16798  0.00004  1.16810  0.00005  
4 1.24974  0.00003  1.24984  0.00005  1.23740  0.00004  1.23745  0.00005  1.24880  0.00003  1.24883  0.00006  1.23535  0.00003  1.23543  0.00006  
6 1.28641  0.00003  1.28644  0.00005  1.27387  0.00003  1.27387  0.00005  1.28546  0.00002  1.28549  0.00006  1.27191  0.00003  1.27174  0.00006  
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2.9.4. BEAVRS Cycle 1 HZP 
 
The Benchmark for Evaluation And Validation of Reactor Simulations (BEAVRS) [29] is a 
benchmark published at MIT computational Reactor Physics Group in 2013. The benchmark provides 
measured data of critical boron concentration, detector signals, temperature coefficient together with 
detailed specifications of reactor core. BEAVRS is Westinghouse type pressurized water reactor 
contains 193 fuel assemblies composed of 17×17 pins. Figure II-16 shows the radial and axial 
configuration of BEAVRS core with D bank control rod inserted.  
 
 
Figure II-16: Configuration of BEAVR core generated by MCS. 
 
The Hot Zero Power (HZP) condition of 566K was analyzed by employing ENDF/B-VII.1 nuclear 
data. The multiplication factor was calculated with 300 subcycles, 2 inactive cycles, 20 active cycles, 
and 10,000 histories per subcycle. Initial source neutrons were equally distributed inside of core. Table 
II-5 presents the multiplication factor with variation of boron concentration and rod positions. Table 
II-6 shows the control rod worth calculated by following equation: 
 
 
1 1
out ink k
 = −  . (II.28) 
 
The rod worth for various rod are compared with measured data, SurperMC [30], nTRACER , MC21, 
and OpenMC [31]. The MCS result matches well for all cases within 10-50 pcm different. 
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Table II-5: Multiplication Factors with Variation of Boron and Rod Position for BEAVRS Cycle 1 HZP. 
Rod Inserted Rod 
Boron  
Concentration (pcm) 
Out In 
k-effective SD k-effective SD 
D NONE 938.5 1.00340  0.00009  0.99578  0.00009  
C D 856 1.00752  0.00009  0.99555  0.00009  
B D, C 748 1.00963  0.00009  0.99717  0.00009  
A D, C, B 748 0.99566  0.00009  0.99004  0.00009  
SE D, C, B, A 597 1.00938  0.00009  1.00404  0.00009  
SD D, C, B, A, SE 597 1.00404  0.00009  0.99602  0.00009  
SC D, C, B, A, SE, SD 597 0.99602  0.00009  0.98505  0.00009  
 
Table II-6: Control Rod Bank Worth for BEAVRS Cycle 1 HZP. 
Rod measured MCS SuperMC MC21 nTRACER OpenMC 
D 788 763 779 773 776 771 
C 1203 1193 1266 1260 1210 1234 
B 1171 1237 1180 1172 1230 1197 
A 548 570 567 574 535 556 
SE 461 527 532 544 455 501 
SD 772 802 791 786 - 844 
SC 1099 1118 1114 1122 - 1049 
 
The three-group flux with the boundary energy of 1eV and 200KeV and one group fission source 
distribution at all rod out condition was calculated with mesh tally function. The mesh size is same as 
pin size with axial 10 equally divided meshes. Figure II-17 shows the three-group flux and fission 
reaction rate distribution.  
The isothermal temperature coefficient was calculated with two temperature points at 566.6K and 
580K. MCS run had 200 inactive, 2000 active and 2,500,000 histories for each calculation. The ITC 
results are summarized in Table II-7. The difference between measured data and calculated data was 0-
17%.  
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Figure II-17: Three group flux and fission distribution for BEAVRS Cycle 1 HZP. 
 
Table II-7: Isothermal Temperature Coefficient for BEAVRS Cycle 1 HZP. 
Rod  Measured MCS Diff. (%) nTRACER Diff. (%) 
ARO -1.75 -1.46 16.75% -1.83 -4.57% 
D in -2.75 -2.78 -1.13% -3.29 -19.64% 
C in -8.01 -7.99 0.21% -7.99 0.25% 
 
The detector signal is calculated by inserting very small amount of 235U gas into instrument tube and 
tallying fission reaction rate. The calculated detector signal has standard deviation around 1% in all 
positions. The RMS error of tallied result and measured data are 5% and the distribution is presented in 
Figure II-18.  
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Figure II-18: Detector Signal Comparison for BEAVRS Cycle 1 HZP. 
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2.10. Parallel Algorithm 
 
Monte Carlo simulation is always suffering from computing time. Therefore, parallel simulation 
capability is one of the most important features of Monte Carlo codes. Most of the Monte Carlo codes 
employ master-slave algorithm. In the framework of master-slave algorithm, all processors are the 
slaves but one mater processor. Master processor does not solve the problem but manage the workload 
of slaves. Master sends the work to slaves and slaves send back the simulation result to master. The 
master-slave algorithm can be efficient in the view point of load balancing, but it may suffer from the 
communication overhead when large number of processors is used. To overcome the communication 
overhead, parallel fission bank algorithm was proposed [32]. In the framework of parallel fission bank, 
all processors are slaves, and they communicate with neighbor processors directly not through master. 
Therefore, the communication overhead does not increase as number of processors increases.  
The parallel efficiency of MCS large-scale power reactor simulation is tested against BEAVSR 
benchmark quarter core geometry at End of Cycle (EOC) which has 251 nuclides in each fuel cells. All 
feedbacks require for power reactor simulation described in section IV including depletion, equilibrium 
xenon, thermal hydraulics are employed with 5 axial meshes per fuel pin. The computing time was 
measured with various number of processors up to 1,120 processors. Each processor was assigned to 
solve 10,000 particles every cycle. Thus, the total number of histories per cycle is 10,000 times number 
of processors in this test simulation. The parallel efficiency is calculated based on the computing time 
28 processors. As shown in the Figure II-19, the efficiency is maintained above 90% up 1,120 processors. 
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Figure II-19: Parallel efficiency for BEAVRS benchmark at EOC. 
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2.11. Hash-Indexing 
 
The tally bin searching time can grow as O(n) with number of tally cells if sequential search 
algorithm is used as implemented in MCNP. The searching time is reasonably small if the number of 
cells is small. However, MC codes would spend most of simulation time searching tally bin index if 
number of tally bins are large as in core calculation. To overcome this issue, MC codes adopts hash-
indexing algorithm. RMC shows the 8.45% overhead with 6M tally bins [33]. OpenMC shows 13% 
overhead with 8M tally bins [34][35]. The hash-indexing for tally bin searching is implemented into 
MCS.  
Two types of cells exist in MCS. Normal cell filled with a material and universe cell filled with 
universe or lattice. The number of normal cells in universe u can be counted as follows 
 
 
1
( ) ( ( ))
UC
u
i
N u NC N uid i
=
= +  , (II.29) 
 
where NC is number of normal cells, UC is number of universe cells in the universe, uid is the function 
returns the global universe index. For the lattice universe, the accumulated number of normal cells 
should be prepared. The accumulated normal cell for kth universe in lattice j, ACj(k), is the number of 
normal cells in the universe from 1 to k-1th universe in the lattice. For example, there are two universes, 
U1 and U2 as shown in Figure II-20. There are three normal cells in U1 and two cells in U2. Those 
universes are used to constructed the lattice geometry as presented in Figure II-21. There are four 
universes in the lattice. The first universe is U2, and the accumulated normal cell, AC, is 0 since it is 
first component. The second universe is U1, and the AC is 2 since there are two normal cells in first 
universe. The third universe is U1, and the AC is 5 (2 + 3). The last universe is U2, and AC is 8 (2 + 3 + 
3). The index of unique cell can be calculated by using N(u) and AC. Let’s say the particle is positioned 
at the red dot in the figure. The particle is in third element of lattice. Therefore, the index is 8 (=AC + 
cell index in universe).  
 
 
Figure II-20: Cell index in universe. 
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Figure II-21: Cell index in lattice. 
 
Fortunately, all information required to calculate the cell index including universe id and cell id is 
already used in the Monte Carlo simulation for particle transport. Therefore, the index can be calculated 
by using pre-generated AC and N(u) easily. The index calculation time is O(L) where L is number of 
levels used to construct geometry. Most of the cases, the geometry is constructed within 5 levels. Thus, 
the computing portion to calculate index is reasonably small. As explained in above, the base index can 
be calculated very efficiently. In addition to the capability to calculate base index, MCS pre-generates 
the 1D array contains the tally bin index information. MCS can read the tally bin index corresponding 
base index.  
The tally performances of MCS is tested against the Monte Carlo performance benchmark [36], a 
core containing 63,624 fuel cells. Figure II-22. shows the core configuration and base index image for 
Performance Benchmark core geometry. The different color represents the different index. Thus, it can 
be easily confirmed the cell mesh from the color. Prior to the tally performance evaluation, the tracking 
performance is evaluated and compared against MCNP6.1 [37]. The simulation was performed on 
Linux cluster with single processor (Intel Xeon X5690 @ 3.47 GHz). MCNP and MCS run had 100 
inactive cycles, 400 active actives and 10,000 neutron histories per cycle by employing identical ACE 
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format files for the fair comparison. The effective neutron multiplication factor and number of particle 
histories treated per second are shown in Table II-8. For this configuration, MCS and MCNP6.1 produce 
the same multiplication factor, MCS being about 55% faster than MCNP6.1. 
 
 
Figure II-22: Configuration of Monte Carlo performance benchmark core (left) and base index (right). 
 
Table II-8: Multiplication Factor and Particle Per Second for Monte Carlo Performance Benchmark. 
Code k-effective SD Particle Per Second 
MCS 0.99983 0.00033 2,799 
MCNP6.1 0.99961 0.00032 1,572 
 
Further test is performed to check the efficiency of MCS handle massive tallies. In this test, the 
particle per second is measured under various number of axial nodes per fuel pin and the number of 
tallies per fuel cell. The number of tally bins is number of fuel pins (63,624) times the number of axial 
nodes (varying from 2 to 200 nodes). In each case, the simulations were repeated with different number 
of tally quantities from 0 to 20. All simulations were performed on Linux cluster with 36 processors. 
Figure II-23 shows the number of particles treated per second in a single processor. As shown in the 
figure, the tally overhead of MCS is independent of number of tally bins due to hash searching algorithm. 
The overhead is 1.5% when tallying one quantity, and it is 10% when tally 20 tally quantities. The 
overhead is from tally bin searching time and tally scoring. The tally scoring overhead can be estimated 
by dividing 10% to 20 which is 0.5% per one quantity, and the tally bin searching overhead is therefore 
1%.  
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Figure II-23: Particle per second and overhead for Monte Carlo performance benchmark. 
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III. Inter-Cycle Correlation 
 
3.1. Introduction 
 
The Monte Carlo codes estimates the result based on the Low of Large Numbers (LLN) and Central 
Limit Theorem (CLT) as described in section 2.8. The key assumption of CLT is that the samples are 
independent. However, the samples of Monte Carlo simulations are dependent since the fission sources 
for cycle i are sampled during cycle i-1 simulation. In case of low dominance problem, the inter-cycle 
correlation is weak enough to assume independent correlation. However, the assumption is not valid for 
high dominance problem. In case of high dominance problem, the inter-cycle correlation is too strong 
enough to break the Independent Identically Distributed (IID) assumption for CLT. Due to the positive 
inter-cycle correlation, 
- Monte Carlo code underestimates the standard deviation. 
- The convergence trend of standard deviation does not follow 1/√N. 
 
There have been many researches to understand the effect of inter-cycle correlation on standard 
deviation, and to estimate the real standard deviation. Gelbard and Prael developed a mathematical 
model of deviation in terms of stochastic errors propagate cycle by cycle [38]. This model has been 
used for predicting effect of inter-cycle correlation on multiplication factor. Brissenden and Garlick 
proposed superhistory powering method [39]. The superhistory method runs multiple number of 
generations without renormalization of fission source distribution which reduces the variance bias. 
Gelbard and Prael proposed the batch method [40] which uses average value over several cycles to 
estimate the variance. Ueki [41] devised the k-tally lag covariance method to estimate the bias of the 
sample variance. Shim [42] proposed the method to estimate the variance bias using covariance of 
fission source distribution computed cycle-by-cycle error propagation model. Miao [43] developed 
equation to predict the convergence behavior of correlated standard deviation in terms of autocorrelation 
coefficient. To summarize the researches above 
- Variance bias can be estimated if lag k covariance (or autocorrelation coefficient) is known. 
- The variance bias can be reduced by adopting superhistory method or batch method. 
 
On the other hands, the studies to improve tally efficiency of MC tally by incorporating deterministic 
solver such as Coarse Mesh Finite Different (CMFD) [44][45][46] method, Fission Matrix Method 
(FMM), Low-Ordered Operator (LOO) [47]. The conclusion of those researches is 
- Efficiency of tally can be improved by a factor of 2-3 in terms of figure of merit by choosing 
proper number of cycle and histories per cycle.  
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- Tremendous number of histories must be used to prevent divergence or bias of deterministic 
solver.  
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3.2. Inter-Cycle Correlation of Tally 
 
3.2.1. Underestimation of Variance in Tally 
 
The sample mean, Q̅, of MC tallied quantity during N active cycles is calculated by  
 
 
1
1 N i
i
Q Q
N =
=   , (III.1) 
 
where Qi is the tally quantity at cycle i. The sample variance of Q̅ is calculated by  
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The expected sample variance known as apparent variance is defined by  
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The covariance of cycle i and j depends on the cycle difference, k, during stationary cycle. Eq. (III.3) 
can be simplified as below 
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The real variance of Q̅ is defined by 
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The variance bias is the difference of real and apparent variance which is obtained by subtracting 
Eq. (III.5) from (III.4) as follows:  
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The real to apparent ratio can be approximately determined by assuming apparent variance to sample 
variance as follows: 
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The tally quantity at cycle i is the average of M histories, and it should be noted that there is no 
correlation between particles in the same cycle. Thus, the covariance of Qi is proportional to the 1/M as 
follows: 
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The real to apparent ratio also can be expressed in terms of autocorrelation coefficient, ρ
k
, for large 
N as follows: 
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3.2.2. Numerical Test 
 
Numerical test is performed using a one-dimensional homogenous slab geometry employing one 
group cross sections as shown in Table III-1. The thickness of slab is 10 cm, and the reflective 
boundaries are imposed on both sides. The analytic solution of fundamental mode is easily calculated 
as flat flux and k-infinity of 1.2. The nu-fission reaction at left half region was tallied and studied in this 
section. 
 
Table III-1: One Group Cross Sections for Simple Slab Problem. 
Total (1/cm) Scattering (1/cm) Nu-fission Absorption 
1.0 0.6 0.48 0.4 
 
The inter-cycle covariance was estimated by employing 100 inactive cycles, 100,000 active cycles, 
and 100,000 histories per cycle. Figure III-1 shows the estimated covariance by using sampled quantity 
from cycle 1 to N. As shown in the figure, it requires tremendous number of samples more than 104 
cycles. Because of this poor convergence of covariance, it is almost impossible to tally in practical 
simulation. Figure III-2 and Figure III-3 show the covariance and autocorrelation coefficients estimated 
using 105 samples. 
 
 
Figure III-1: Covariance convergence of nu-fission in half region for 1D1G problem. 
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Figure III-2: Covariance of nu-fission in half region for 1D1G problem. 
 
 
Figure III-3: ACCs of nu-fission in half region for 1D1G problem. 
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Eqs. (III.7) and (III.9) are tested comparing real variance measured from 100 independent 
simulations. Each simulation employed 200 inactive cycles, 1,000 active cycles, and 90,000 histories 
per cycle. Figure III-4 shows the convergence trend of apparent standard deviation and three real 
standard deviation: measured with 100 simulations, estimated using covariance and apparent standard 
deviation as Eq. (III.7), and estimated using autocorrelation coefficient as Eq. (III.9). As shown in the 
figure, real standard deviation estimated using Eq. (III.7) matches very well for all cycles, and the real 
standard deviation estimated using Eq. (III.9) matches after about 100 cycles. Figure III-5 shows the 
real to apparent standard deviation for three real standard deviations. 
 
 
Figure III-4: Real and apparent standard deviation of nu-fission in half region for 1D1G problem. 
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Figure III-5: Real to apparent standard deviation of nu-fission in half region for 1D1G problem. 
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3.3. Subcycle Method 
 
MCS uses subcycle method to reduce the gap between apparent standard deviation and real standard 
deviation. Subcycle method simply runs more cycles in one cycle. It should be noted that the subcycle 
method would produce almost identical solution as batch method. When subcycle is employed, the tally 
quantity at cycle i is the average of tally quantity during L subcycle as follows:  
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Q Q
L =
=   . (III.10) 
 
Figure III-6 shows the program flow of subcycle method in MCS. During the subcycle, MCS only 
runs the particle transport without statistical process and feedbacks. 
 
Algorithm Subcycle Program Flow 
 do i_cycle = 1, n_cycles  
   do i_sub_cycle = 1, n_subcycles 
      synchronize neutron bank 
      do i_history = 1, n_histories 
         initialize particle 
         transport particle 
      end do 
end do 
estimate the result and do statistics 
perform feedbacks if requries 
end do 
Figure III-6: Program flow of subcycle. 
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3.3.1. Underestimation of Variance with Subcycle 
 
The tally quantity at cycle i by employing L subcycle, QL
i , can be expressed as follow: 
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where g is the global subcycle index. The covariance of cycle Q𝐿
i  can be expressed with the covariance 
of cycle Qi as follows: 
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where M is the number of histories per one subcycle. The covariance decreases as lag k increase 
exponentially. The covariance after lag S can be ignored for large S. For subcycle L larger than S, the 
covariance of lag k (k>2) can be negligible, and the covariance of lag 1 can be expressed as follows:  
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The Eq. (III.6) can be simplified for sufficiently large L as follows: 
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The real to apparent variance is expressed as follows:  
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It should be noted that the real variance and the summation of Ck, A, are independent of number of 
subcycle and histories per subcycle.  
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3.3.2. Numerical Tests 
 
Numerical test is performed using same 1D1G problem in the section 3.2.2. As explained, real to 
apparent ratio is depending on number of subcycle L and it can be estimated using Eqs. (III.7) and 
(III.15). Figure III-7 shows estimated real to apparent standard deviation by using two equations. As 
shown in the figure, Eq. (III.15) matches very well for L > 50. 
 
 
Figure III-7: Real to apparent standard deviation depending on subcycle length L. 
 
The real to apparent standard deviation is compared with measured value from 100 independent 
simulation employing four different calculation parameters: 
- C1: 200 inactive cycles, 1,000 active cycles, 1 subcycles, 90,000 histories per subcycle 
- C2: 200 inactive cycles, 1,000 active cycles, 30 subcycles, 3,000 histories per subcycle 
- C3: 200 inactive cycles, 1,000 active cycles, 100 subcycles, 900 histories per subcycle 
- C4: 200 inactive cycles, 1,000 active cycles, 900 subcycles, 100 histories per subcycle 
 
Figure III-8 shows the real to apparent SD. Solid line represent the measured ratio and the dashed 
line represent the estimated value by Eq. (III.15). As shown in the figure, estimated ratio matches well 
with measured value after about 100 cycles.  
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Figure III-8: Real to apparent standard deviation with different number of subcycles for 1D1G 
problem. 
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3.4. Study on BEAVRS 
 
Prior to the power reactor simulation, impact of inter-cycle correlation on BEAVRS quarter core 
geometry is examined to decide number of subcycles. The simulation conditions were as below 
- Geometry: BEAVRS quarter core. 
- State: Beginning of Cycle (BOC), Hot Zero Power (HZP). 
- Library: ENDF-VII.0. 
- Temperature: 600K for all regions. 
- # of axial meshes per pin: 10. 
- # of radial mesh per pin: 1. 
- Tallies: assembly wise power, pin wise power, and mesh wise power. 
- # of simulation for estimation of real and apparent variance: 35. 
 
The simulation was performed by employing 200 inactive cycles, 300 active cycles, 1 subcycle, 
300,000 histories per subcycle (total histories in active cycles = 300×300,000=90,000,000). As revealed 
from previous researches, the ratio of real and apparent is getting larger with bigger mesh size. Three 
sizes of meshes were selected for testing: assembly wise, pin wise, and mesh wise (10 meshes per pin). 
Figure III-9 shows the probability distribution of real and apparent standard deviation. As shown in the 
figure, distribution of apparent standard deviation has three peaks which cannot be explained while real 
standard deviation shows smooth trend. This may be the impact of higher order eigen modes, but it 
should be studied in future. Figure III-10 shows the probability distribution of real to apparent ration. It 
should be noted that the mean value of the real to apparent ratio is little above than 1.0 which means 
that there is impact on inter-cycle correlation even for the mesh wise tally. Figure III-11 shows the 
probability density of real and apparent standard deviation for pin-wise power. In this case, both shows 
smooth distribution, but the apparent distribution shows smaller value and smaller deviation than real 
standard deviation. This difference is from the inter-cycle correlation, and the impact of the correlation 
is bigger with bigger size mesh. Figure III-12 shows the distribution of real to apparent standard 
deviation for pin-wise mesh. As shown in the figure, the real standard deviation tends to be larger than 
apparent at the boundaries. Figure III-13 presents the apparent and real standard deviation together with 
real to apparent ratio for assembly-wise power. As expected, it shows biggest different between two 
standard deviation. The maximum 6.4 times bigger real variance is observed than apparent variance. 
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Figure III-9: Probability density of real and apparent standard deviation with one subcycle for mesh-wise 
power. 
 
 
Figure III-10: Probability density of real to apparent ratio with one subcycle for meh-wise power. 
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Figure III-11: Probability density of real and apparent standard deviation with one subcycle for pin-wise power. 
 
Figure III-12: Real to apparent ratio distribution for pin-wise power with one subcycle. 
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Figure III-13: Real to apparent standard deviation for assembly-wise power with one subcycle. 
 
The Auto Correlation Coefficients (ACCs) of assembly-wise power for selected 6 assembly 
positions shown in the Figure III-14 (D03, G04, A05, D06, G07, and A08) are shown in the Figure 
III-15. The ACCs from lag 1 to 100 are presented in. As shown in the figure, the ACCs at lag 1 is about 
0.75 represent strong correlation. The ACCs decreases as lag increases, and ACCs is almost negligible 
for k > 60. Figure III-16 shows the convergence trends of RMS real and apparent standard deviation of 
assembly power. As expected, the deviation of real and apparent standard deviation is large.  
 
 
 
0.20 0.16 0.15 0.15
1.09 0.93 0.79 0.65
5.40 5.87 5.38 4.35
0.18 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.14
0.98 0.85 0.64 0.55 0.58 0.69
5.51 6.19 5.10 4.55 4.65 5.09 Max 6.43
0.17 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.14 Min 2.66
0.83 0.68 0.49 0.38 0.50 0.65 0.69 RMS 4.21
4.80 5.25 4.17 3.44 4.56 5.74 5.03
0.17 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.12
0.75 0.56 0.38 0.28 0.41 0.50 0.59
4.39 4.44 3.35 2.66 4.11 4.66 4.92
0.17 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.15
0.73 0.64 0.47 0.32 0.34 0.44 0.59 0.70
4.25 4.98 4.09 2.97 3.25 4.05 4.97 4.77
0.18 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.15
0.96 0.81 0.61 0.53 0.40 0.46 0.65 0.72
5.28 6.11 5.07 4.63 3.50 3.90 5.31 4.99
0.20 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.16
1.10 0.97 0.86 0.68 0.53 0.57 0.77 0.81
5.55 6.43 6.37 5.16 4.17 4.38 5.73 5.19
0.27 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.20
1.17 1.10 0.98 0.79 0.67 0.66 0.79 0.84
4.34 5.53 5.43 4.50 3.86 3.80 4.48 4.23
Real (%)
R/A
R/A
Apparent (%)
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Figure III-14: Selected positions for ACCs calculation. 
 
 
Figure III-15: ACCs for selected 6 assembly-wise powers one subcycle. 
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Figure III-16: Convergence of RMS real and apparent standard deviation of assembly-wise power. 
 
To summarize the result with one subcycle: 
- The apparent standard deviation is similar with it of real for mesh-wise tally. 
- The real to apparent standard deviation increases as size of mesh increases (mesh → pin → 
assembly). 
- The assembly-wise power standard deviation is underestimated 6.4 times. 
- Two peaks are found which should be studied further in the future in the figure of probability 
density distribution of mesh-wise tally apparent standard deviation. 
 
The real to apparent ratio depending on number of subcycle can be estimated by using measured 
variance and covariance with one subcycle as Figure III-7. The target real to apparent standard deviation 
1.05 which requires at least 120 subcycles. However, 300 subcycle is chosen considering uncertainty 
of standard deviation and covariance used to estimate.  
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Figure III-17: Real to apparent ratio depending on L for BEAVRS quarter core. 
 
The simulation is performed again by employing 200 inactive cycles, 300 active cycles, 300 subcycle, 
1,000 histories per subcycle. (total histories in active cycles = 300×300*1,000=90,000,000) The 
standard deviation of mesh-wise power in Figure III-18 and Figure III-19 show similar trend as with 
one subcycle but the average ratio is moved to 1.0 represent the smaller inter-cycle correlation. Figure 
III-20 shows probability density of pin-wise power standard deviation. Unlikely previous case, the 
apparent standard deviation shows similar distribution with real standard deviation. The real to apparent 
ration also show smoother distribution as shown in Figure III-21 as expected. 
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Figure III-18: Probability density of real and apparent standard deviation  
with 300 subcycles for mesh-wise power. 
 
 
Figure III-19: Probability density of real to apparent ratio with 300 subcycles for meh-wise power. 
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Figure III-20: Probability density of real to apparent ratio with 300 subcycles for pin-wise power. 
 
 
Figure III-21: Probability density of real to apparent ratio with 300 subcycles for pin-wise power. 
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The ACCs of assembly power for selected 6 assembly positions are presented in Figure III-22. As 
shown in the figure, the ACCs for all lag has no trend randomly fluctuating with small magnitude except 
lag 1. This ACCs represent that there is no significant correlation between tally realizations. This can 
explain the real and apparent ratio of assembly-wise power presented in Figure III-23. As shown in the 
figure, the real and apparent standard deviation shows similar magnitude and the ratio is close to 1.0.  
 
Figure III-22: ACCs for selected 6 assembly powers with 300 subcycle. 
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Figure III-23: Real to apparent standard deviation for assembly-wise power with 300 subcycle. 
 
The convergence behavior for assembly-wise tally are checked to see whether it follows the 1/√N. 
Since the inter-cycle correlation is small, the convergence slope must follow 1/√N . The root mean 
square (RMS) of assembly power standard deviation are compared with ideal convergence slope in 
Figure III-24. It is verified that the real standard deviation follows ideal slope well, and the ratio of real 
and standard deviation matches well. To see the convergence slope of each assembly, the slopes are 
presented in Figure III-25 for selected 6 assemblies. The convergence slopes of 6 assemblies are also 
follows ideal slope as well.  
 
1.17 1.09 0.94 0.83
1.29 1.18 1.01 0.82
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0.77 0.68 0.49 0.37 0.40 0.50 0.62
0.78 0.63 0.48 0.42 0.50 0.63 0.75
1.01 0.93 0.97 1.14 1.24 1.28 1.22
0.79 0.66 0.47 0.36 0.37 0.50 0.66 0.81
0.96 0.76 0.52 0.33 0.34 0.54 0.69 0.78
1.22 1.15 1.10 0.93 0.91 1.08 1.04 0.97
0.90 0.77 0.58 0.47 0.48 0.62 0.81 0.93
1.04 0.91 0.73 0.58 0.52 0.66 0.79 0.96
1.16 1.17 1.25 1.22 1.08 1.07 0.97 1.03
1.00 0.89 0.75 0.65 0.66 0.80 0.96 1.10
1.19 1.13 0.95 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.96 1.18
1.18 1.27 1.26 1.26 1.22 1.02 1.00 1.07
1.17 1.03 0.85 0.76 0.74 0.89 1.05 1.20
1.35 1.30 1.05 1.00 0.93 0.94 1.09 1.30
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Figure III-24: RMS standard deviation of assembly-wise power with 300 subcycles.
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Figure III-25: Convergence slope of assembly-wise power standard deviation for selected 6 assemblies with 300 subcycles. 
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IV. Feedbacks for Power Reactor Simulation 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
Five feedbacks are required at least for the power reactor simulation: depletion, equilibrium xenon, 
thermal hydraulics, on-the-fly calculation of Doppler broadened cross sections, and critical boron search. 
Figure IV-1 shows the feedback algorithm for power reactor simulation. The thermal hydraulics, xenon 
number density, and critical boron concentration will be updated at the end of every neutron transport 
cycle, and the number density of nuclides will be updated at the end of every burnup step. Following 
chapters will describe the feedbacks implemented in MCS.  
 
 
Figure IV-1: Feedback algorithm for power reactor simulation. 
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4.2. Depletion 
 
The transmutation of nuclides by decay, fission, and absorption can be expressed as following: 
 
 , , 1 1 k i ,
i
j i f j j c i i k a i i i i
j k
dN
N N N N N
dt
        → − − →= + + − −   , (IV.1) 
 
where Ni is the number density of nuclide i, γj→i is fission yield of nuclide i from nuclide j, σf,j is 
the fission micro cross section of nuclide j, σc,i-1 is the capture micro cross section of nuclide i-1, σa,j 
is the absorption micro cross section of nuclide j, and λk→i is the decay constant of nuclide k to i.  
 
Table IV-1 shows the brief description of MCS burnup capability. MCS employs the Chebyshev 
Rational Approximation Method (CRAM) to solve the burnup equation. The decay constants and fission 
yield data are from various library including ENDF-VIII.0, ENDF-VII.1, ENDF-VII.0, and JEFF-3.1.1. 
Since MCS can read the raw data without modification, other library can be used directly without 
modification. There are data for 3,820 nuclides exist. However, MCS uses only 1,373 nuclides for 
burnup calculation as default. The number of nuclides and burnup chain can be modified by user. MCS 
tallies 6 types of reaction rates during transport simulation: (n,γ), (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,α), (n,p), and 3 group 
fission reaction rates.  
 
Table IV-1: Overview of Burnup Function in MCS. 
Solver CRAM 
Decay constant ENDF-VIII.0, ENDF-VII.1, NDF-VII.0 
Fission yield ENDF-VIII.0, ENDF-VII.1, NDF-VII.0 
Ternary fission yield JEFF-3.1.1 
Spontaneous fission yield ENDF-VIII.0, ENDF-VII.1, NDF-VII.0 
Ternary spontaneous fission yield JEFF-3.1.1 
# of isotopes in the decay chain 1,373 
Neutron induced transmutations (n,γ), (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,α), (n,p), fission 
Burnup strategy 
Predictor 
Predictor-corrector 
Semi predictor corrector 
Option 
Quadratic depletion 
Equilibrium xenon 
 
Three types of burnup algorithms are implemented in MCS: predictor, predictor-corrector, and semi 
predictor-corrector. Among them, the semi-predictor corrector algorithm is uses as a default. Table IV-2 
shows the data flor of semi predictor-corrector. 
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Table IV-2: Data Flow of Semi Predictor-Corrector Algorithm. 
Time Calculation I/O Number Density Reaction Rate 
0 (initial) 
Transport (P) 
In N0 - 
Out - - 
Depletion (P) 
In N0 R0,p 
Out N1,p - 
Transport (C) 
In N1 - 
Out - R0,c 
Depletion (C) 
In N0 R0,c 
Out N1,c - 
Result - N1 = (N1,p + N1,c)/2 - 
t-1 
Transport (P) 
In - - 
Out - - 
Depletion (P) 
In Nt-1 Rt-1,c 
Out Nt,p - 
Transport (C) 
In Nt-1 - 
Out - Rt,c 
Depletion (C) 
In Nt-1 Rt,c 
Out Nt,c - 
Result - Nt = (Nt,p + Nt,c)/2 - 
t 
Transport (P) 
In - - 
Out - - 
Depletion (P) 
In Nt Rt,c 
Out Nt+1,p - 
Transport (C) 
In Nt - 
Out - Rt+1,c 
Depletion (C) 
In Nt Rt+1,c 
Out Nt+1,c - 
Result - Nt+1 = (Nt+1,p + Nt+1,c)/2 - 
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4.2.1. Numerical Tests 
 
For the verification of burnup capability, VERA benchmark [48] 1C problem and 2C problem are 
selected. They are typical pin and assembly problem in Hot Full Power (HFP) state. VERA-1C problem 
is consist of single Westinghouse type 17×17 assembly fuel rod cell at BOC as shown in Figure IV-2. 
The materials composed of this problem are UO2 in red, Zircaloy-4 in green, and borated water in blue. 
VERA-2C is assembly problem consisted of 1C fuel pins and guide tube as shown in Figure IV-3. There 
are 264 fuel pins and 25 guide tubes in assembly.  
 
 
Figure IV-2: Configuration of VERA-1C pin. 
 
 
Figure IV-3: Configuration of VERA-2C assembly. 
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For the verification of MCS, Serpent 2.1.29 is used. Both MCS and Serpent simulations were 
performed by employing ENDF-VII.0 library of neutron cross sections, decay chain, and fission yield. 
The fuel pins in VERA-1C and 2C were divided into 3 radial rings makes 3 fuel meshes for 1C and 792 
(=3×264) burnup meshes for 2C. Figure IV-4 shows the multiplication factor and 2sigma for VERA-
1C problem by MCS and Serpent. Simulation was performed by employing 1 inactive cycle, 40 active 
cycles, and 100,000 histories per cycle. It was depleted using semi-predictor corrector up to 60 
MWD/kgU with 40 burn steps. It is shown that the MCS follows the multiplication curves of Serpent 
very well within standard deviation.  
 
 
Figure IV-4: Multiplication factor for VERA-1C problem. 
 
Figure IV-5 shows the multiplication factor and 2sigma for VERA-2C problem by MCS and Serpent. 
Simulation was performed by employing 40 inactive cycle, 160 active cycles, and 100,000 histories per 
cycle. It was depleted using semi-predictor corrector up to 50 MWD/kgU with 148 burn steps. It was 
shown that the MCS follows the multiplication curves of Serpent very well within standard deviation. 
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Figure IV-5: Multiplication factor for VERA-2C problem. 
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4.2.2. Equilibrium Xenon Feedback 
 
The spatial oscillation of flux was reported showing the MC burnup solutions are not spatially stable 
independent of burnup step size even for the simple symmetry pin geometry [49]. The spatial oscillation 
of flux is induced by the statistical uncertainty of xenon density which has very large thermal absorption 
cross section. Griesheimer proposed the in-line xenon update algorithm to prevent the xenon induced 
oscillation [50]. He updates the xenon number density at the end of every transport cycle by using the 
tallied quantities during cycle as to the following equilibrium density: 
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where nI is the number density of 
135I in equilibrium state, nXe is the number density of 
135Xe in 
equilibrium state, γ
I
  is the cumulative fission yield of 135I, and γXe is the cumulative fission yield of 
135Xe, λI is the decay constant of 
135I, λXe is the decay constant of 
135Xe, Rf is fission reaction rate, 
and σXe,a is the absorption cross section of 
135Xe. The equilibrium xenon feedback function is very 
effective to prevent the xenon oscillation. However, the solution may not be reliable during the xenon 
buildup period. Yang proposed the improved xenon feedback algorithm [51] considering the xenon 
density changes during buildup period. Equilibrium xenon feedback function is implemented into MCS 
since the target purpose of this function is to prevent xenon oscillation at the steady state. Later, the 
improved algorithm will be implemented for the transient simulation. 
 
When equilibrium xenon feedback is used, MCS first prepare the cumulative fission yield of 135I and 
135Xe. The assumption is that all precursors of 135I will decay to 135I without absorption. Figure IV-6 
shows the decay chain of 135I which is considered in MCS to prepare fission yield.  
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Figure IV-6: Decay chain of 135I. 
 
The density calculated by the equilibrium xenon function and the one from burnup solver must be 
same. This can be confirmed by comparing two solutions with and without xenon feedback against the 
problem which does not have oscillation. VERA-1C problem is selected for the verification. VERA-1C 
is 2-dimentional pin problem at hot full power state which does not have oscillation issue at all. Figure 
IV-7 and Table IV-3 shows the k-effective with and without equilibrium xenon feedback up to 
3MWD/kgHM. The k-effective without equilibrium xenon decrease rapidly at beginning because of 
xenon buildup. Third depletion step is at 6.25 days that xenon density is saturated. Thus, the solutions 
are same after third depletion burnup step. This proves the MCS equilibrium xenon function updates 
the xenon number density same as depletion solver implemented in MCS. 
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Figure IV-7: VERA-1C result with and without equilibrium xenon feedback. 
 
Table IV-3: VERA-1C Result with and without Equilibrium Xenon Feedback. 
EFPD 
(days) 
Burnup 
(MWD/kgHM) 
w/o eq-xe w/ eq-xe 
Diff. (pcm) 
keff SD keff SD 
0.00 0.00 1.17361 0.00036 1.13857 0.00033 -3504 
0.25 0.01 1.16367 0.00039 1.13811 0.00026 -2556 
6.25 0.25 1.13269 0.00029 1.13228 0.00029 -41 
12.50 0.50 1.12824 0.00036 1.12838 0.00031 14 
25.00 1.00 1.12309 0.00043 1.12409 0.00032 100 
50.00 2.00 1.11527 0.00041 1.11541 0.00038 14 
75.00 3.00 1.10599 0.00031 1.10566 0.00036 -33 
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4.2.3. Memory Requirement 
 
In MCS, memory requirement for each burnup cell containing 251 nuclides is approximately 82KB 
estimated as follows: 
- material variables: 251×2×8bytes+251×2×4bytes =6,024bytes 
- reaction rates for scoring: 251×9×8bytes = 18,072bytes 
(3 group fission, absorption, (n,γ), (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,α), (n,p)) 
- reaction rates for statistical process: 251×9×2×8bytes = 36,144bytes 
- number densities used in CRAM solver: 1,373×2×8bytes =21,968bytes 
 
Among burnup related variables, material variables and reaction rates for scoring must be allocated 
in all processors in parallel simulation. However, the reaction rates for statistical process and number 
densities used in CRAM solver can be allocated in only one processor. Thus, the memory requirement 
for burnup simulation is expressed as follows: 
 
 Oneburnup All c
M
M M N
NP
 
= +  
 
 , (IV.4) 
 
where Mall is 24kB, Mone is 58kB, Nc is the number of burnup cells and NP is the number of processors. 
The dependence of Mburnup in Eq. (IV.4) on the number of burnup cells and the number of processors is 
illustrated in Figure IV-8. Noticeably, the required memory per processor decreases as the number of 
processors increases. 
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Figure IV-8: Memory requirement per processor for depletion calculation for different number of processors 
and burnup cells. 
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4.3. On-The-Fly Doppler Broadening 
 
In the coupled framework of Monte Carlo and thermal hydraulics solver, the temperature will be 
updated continuously. Thus, the cross sections must be prepared for all temperature points, or the code 
must be able to generate the cross section for desired temperature point on-the-fly. To store the cross 
section for one temperature point would cost ~1GB, and there will be more than a thousand materials 
having different temperature. To prepare and save cross section library into storage system is doable, 
but it is impossible to use it for the simulation since the ram memory of Linux cluster is limited. The 
remaining option is to have the capability to generate the cross section on-the-fly. Due to this reason, 
on-the-fly Doppler broadening techniques for resolved resonance range have been studied actively, and 
there are mature techniques that can be used practically. MCS employs Windowed MultiPole (WMP) 
method [52] since this method shows good efficiency comparing other techniques. Unlikely resolved 
resonance range, there is no on-the-fly broadening method for unresolved resonance range and thermal 
energy range yet that can be used for simulation practically. Thus, MCS employs interpolation technique 
for the unresolved resonance probability-table data and thermal scattering data. 
 
4.3.1. Multipole Representation 
 
The multipole representation technique for the Doppler broadening at resolved resonance energy 
range was proposed by Hwang [53]. The multipole method generates the exact Doppler broadened cross 
sections by using resonance poles and residues which must be converted from the resonance parameters 
provided in ENDF. This method was not practically used because of the difficulty on resonance data 
conversion and low efficiency of method. Forget et al. proposed the WMP [52]. They have increased 
the efficiency by reducing the number of resonances to generate the cross section at target energy point 
based on the fact that resonance cross section is smooth if energy is far from the peak. Forget have 
shared windowed multipole code OpenW and the multipole library for 71 nuclides. The WMP module 
is implemented into MCS, and we have started the research to expand the multipole library. Currently, 
the multipole library is ready for 308 nuclides. 
To confirm accuracy of Doppler broadened cross section by WMP module implemented in MCS, 
the cross sections generated by WMP is compared against cross sections in ACE file generated by NJOY. 
Figure IV-9 shows the total, absorption, and fission cross sections generated by WMP module and NJOY 
with the error criteria of 0.1%. Figure IV-10 shows the relative error of cross sections. The errors are 
smaller than 0.1% which is the error criteria used in NJOY.  
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Figure IV-9: U-238 cross sections at 600K by OpenW. 
 
The performance of WMP is tested against BEAVRS benchmark core problem. Four simulations are 
performed with different temperature and cross sections data: 293.K with ACE, 293.K with WMP, 600K 
with ACE, and 600K with WMP. Table IV-4 shows the multiplication factor. It should be noted that 
there are total 70 nuclides in BEAVRS core at beginning of cycle, and multipole library exist for 60 
nuclides. MCS uses same ACE library for the nuclides not in the list of WMP library. The result with 
WMP module matches well with it of ACE. 
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Figure IV-10: Comparison of U-238 cross sections by OpenW and NJOY. 
 
Table IV-4: Verification of OpenW with BEAVRS Core. 
Case keff SD 
293.6K 
OpenW 1.01862 0.00007 
ACE 1.01839 0.00007 
600K 
OpenW 0.99743 0.00007 
ACE 0.99724 0.00007 
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4.3.2. Interpolation 
 
The interpolation function is implemented for all energy range. When interpolation is used, MCS 
reads two pre-generated data set at lower and higher temperature than target temperature. In the resolved 
energy range, MCS uses sqrt-linear scheme as following: 
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where σ is the cross section.  
 
 
Figure IV-11: Ptable comparison of 238U at 84.5KeV. 
 
In the unresolved energy range, probability table of cross sections are given. The probability table 
so called ptable is a function of energy and random number [0,1). Typically, there are 20 cross sections 
at one energy point and cross section will be selected with the random number. Figure IV-11 show the 
example ptable of 238U for incident neutron energy of 84.5KeV. In the figure, interpolated cross sections 
of 450K by makxsf and interpolation routine of MCS are given with the 293.K and 600K data. The cross 
section ladder in ptable can be different depending on the temperature, and makxsf choose the ladder at 
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lower temperature data. On the other hands, MCS does not need to follow one ladder. Since MCS 
samples cross section from both of ladder and interpolate it as shown in the Figure IV-12. It should be 
noted that the same random number must be used to sample cross section.  
 
Algorithm On-the-fly interpolation of ptable 
 f = (ln(Thigh) – ln(T))/(ln(Thigh) – ln(Tlow)) 
seed0 = get_random_seed 
XSlow = get_xs (Dlow) 
change_seed(seed0) 
XShigh = get_xs (Dhigh) 
XS = f XSlow + (1-f)XShigh) 
Figure IV-12: Algorithm for on-the-fly interpolation of ptable. 
 
For the thermal scattering, the outgoing neutron energy and angle is temperature dependent, and they 
are provided with distribution. It means that outgoing information must be sampled with random 
number. MCS uses linear-linear interpolation scheme for cross sections and outgoing neutron angle, 
and it uses special reciprocal equation for outgoing energy since the outgoing energy is reversely 
proportional to the temperature as Eqs. (IV.7) and (IV.8). Figure IV-13 shows the algorithm for on-the-
fly interpolation of thermal data. 
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Algorithm On-the-fly interpolation collision kernel 
 f = (Thigh – T)/(Thigh – Tlow) 
seed0 = get_random_seed 
[Elow, uvwlow] = collision_kernel (Dlow) 
change_seed(seed0) 
[Ehigh, uvwhigh] = collision kernel (Dhigh) 
Eout = 1/(f/Elow + (1-f)/Ehigh) 
if  (GetRN() < f)  
    uvwout = uvwlow 
else 
uvwout = uvwhigh 
end if 
Figure IV-13: Algorithm of on-the-fly interpolation of thermal scattering kernel. 
 
The accuracy of on-the-fly interpolation for thermal scattering data is tested with VERA benchmark 
1C problem. The VERA-1C benchmark is a typical pressurized water reactor pin cell with 3.1% 
enriched uranium fuel. The fuel temperature is 900K and the coolant temperature is 600K. Three 
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simulations were performed with same cross section data but thermal scattering data of 1H. It should be 
noted that the true reference is the NJOY. However, the on-the-fly interpolation should be agreed with 
it of makxsf since they use same interpolation scheme. 
- NJOY: 600K thermal scattering data processed by NJOY 
- Mkaxsf: 600K data interpolated using 550K and 650K by makxsf  
- OTF: on-the-fly interpolation using 550K and 650K data 
 
Table IV-5 and Figure IV-14 show the multiplication factor and flux spectrum error in coolant region. 
The on-the-fly result matches well with makxsf as it should be.  
 
Figure IV-14: Flux spectrum comparison of VERA-1C problem in coolant region. 
 
Table IV-5: Multiplication Factor of VERA-1C by On-The-Fly Interpolation. 
Case keff SD Diff. (pcm) Time 
NJOY 1.17402 0.00012 - 1.00 
Makxsf 1.17414 0.00011 12 0.99 
OTF 1.17402 0.00013 0 1.01 
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4.4. Thermal hydraulics Coupling 
 
The closed channel thermal hydraulics solver called TH1D [54] is implemented. TH1D solver is 
original developed and used in nTRACER code developed at Seoul National University. TH1D solver 
solves thermal hydraulics equation based on the pin geometry. Figure IV-15 shows the algorithm of 
thermal hydraulics feedback. The feedback strategy is bit different from the conventional way and will 
be discussed in the section 4.4.2. MCS sends the power distribution in single pin tallied during the cycle, 
and TH1D calculates and sends the fuel temperature, cladding temperature, water temperature and water 
density. Since TH1D solves the pin geometry this procedure is repeated N times which is number of 
pins in problem.  
 
 
Figure IV-15: Program flow of MCS/TH1D. 
 
TH1D solve two one-dimensional equational radially and axially as shown in the Figure IV-16. At 
first, it solves steady state mass and energy conservation equations axially to calculate the coolant 
temperature and density for each node as expressed in following equations:  
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where ρ is density (kg/m3) of coolant, h is the enthalpy (J/kg) of coolant, v is speed (m/s) of coolant, ζ 
is heated perimeter (m), Ac is cross section of the channel (m2), qc is heat source (w/m3) in coolant, and 
qw is heat flux of the fuel (w/m2). The steam table is implemented as a polynomial, and the parameters 
for steam table are fitted in the temperature range of 280℃ to 340℃ at 15.5 MPa. The radial temperature 
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distribution is calculated as shown in Eq. (II.11) with the temperature of coolant as a boundary condition. 
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r r r
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 , (IV.11) 
 
where k(T) is conductivity of fuel as a function of temperature. 
 
 
Figure IV-16: Single channel TH1D solver axial (left) and radial (right) diagram. 
 
4.4.1. Mapping 
 
The array to saves the power distribution in MCS is long one-dimensional array size of total number 
of fuel meshes which is calculated by (# of radial meshes in fuel) × (# of axial meshes in fuel) × (# of 
fuel pins in problem). Since TH1D is closed channel thermal hydraulics code, there is no need to give 
core geometry information or pin location to TH1D. What MCS need to do only is to send the power 
distribution of one pin repeatedly. Figure IV-17 shows the index of pin in MCS. The example geometry 
has 2 radial meshes and 3 axial nodes. MCS increases the index from the inner region of fuel to outer 
region at bottom mesh. After counting meshes at bottom mesh, it moves to the second axial mesh from 
bottom. If we look at global index as shown in Figure IV-18, the index from 1 to 6 is for first pin, and 
next 6 indices are for second pin. Receiving data from TH1D can be done in same way. 
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Figure IV-17: Pin index of MCS for TH feedback. 
 
 
Figure IV-18: Global index of MCS for TH feedback. 
 
4.4.2. Feedback Strategy 
 
There have been many researches on coupling work of neutronics code and thermal hydraulics code 
system. Most of the coupling work adopts the Picard iteration which is serial coupling method using 
two individual single-physics solver. In the framework of Picard iteration, neutronics code and thermal 
hydraulics solver are independent but they exchange the variables which is input parameter for each 
code. Figure IV-19 presents the conventional coupling flow of neutronics code and thermal hydraulics 
code using Picard iteration. The temperature will be converged within 5 iterations generally. The 
program flow of Picard iteration is described below.  
1. Performs the transport calculation (shown in Eq. (IV.12)). 
2. Sends power distribution to thermal hydraulics solver. 
3. Solves thermal hydraulics equation with given power distribution from transport solver shown 
in Eq. (IV.13)). 
4. Check the convergence of fuel temperature by comparing the temperature of current iteration i 
and the temperature of previous iteration i-1.  
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5. If temperature is not converged, updates the thermal hydraulics condition including fuel 
temperature, coolant temperature and coolant density. 
6. Repeat step 1-4 until the temperature is converged. 
 
 
Figure IV-19: Conventional coupling flow. 
 
 ( ) Pi i iP P T = +  , (IV.12) 
 ( )1 0
T
i i iT T P T + = = +  , (IV.13) 
 
where εi
P is the uncertainty of power, εi
T is the uncertainty of thermal hydraulics condition, and T0 is 
true solution of thermal hydraulics. 
 
When performing the coupling of Monte Carlo code and thermal hydraulics code, the statistical 
uncertainty must be taken account when deciding the convergence criteria. If the convergence criterion 
is set to way below than statistical uncertainty, it will never be converged. Therefore, if we want to have 
the neutronics solution with the fuel temperature criterion of 1K, it may require tremendous neutron 
histories. In application of large-scale problem, the it may not possible to have converged solution with 
small convergence criterion practically. This mean that the we may have to use large convergence 
criterion. In addition to this convergence issue, the computing time to get the converged temperature 
distribution for 4-5 iterations is the problem since this our final solution is just a result of 1 iteration. It 
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means that the efficiency with thermal hydraulics coupling will be 20% at maximum comparing the 
stand alone neutronics simulation. 
 
For the reasons discussed above, MCS performs thermal hydraulics feedback at the end of every 
transport cycle instead of doing iterations to have converged thermal hydraulics solution. By doing that, 
the computing time of coupled simulation would be comparable with the simulation without thermal 
hydraulics feedback unlikely conventional approach since MCS approach does not requires additional 
iterations but inactive cycles which is required in any cases for the fission source converge. Table IV-6. 
shows the comparison of conventional approach and MCS approach.  
 
Table IV-6: Comparison of Conventional T/H Feedback Approach and MCS Approach. 
 Conventional Approach MCS Approach 
Thermal/hydraulic feedback 
Every Transport Simulation 
(after all neutronics cycles) 
Every cycle 
Statistical Uncertainty of 
T/H condition 
σ σ×√number of cycles 
Coupled Solution ( )0
T P
i iP T  + +  ( )( )0 T Pi iE P T  + +  
Computing Time 
4-5  
(Depending on # of iterations) 
1 
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4.4.3. VERA HFP Assembly 
 
In this section, the coupling simulation of MCS and TH1D is tested against VERA benchmark 
problem #6 which is assembly benchmark at HFP state. The problem #6 assembly is composed of 264 
fuel pins of 3.1% enriched uranium fuel and 25 guide tubes as shown in Figure IV-20. Table IV-7 shows 
the specification of problem #6.  
 
Table IV-7: VERA Benchmark Problem #6 Specification. 
Input Value 
Fuel Density 10.257g/cm3 
Fuel Enrichment 3.1% 
Inlet Coolant Temperature 565K 
Reactor Pressure 2250psia 
Boron Concentration 1300ppm 
Rated Power (100%) 17.67MW 
Rated Coolant Mass Flow 85.9683kg/s 
Gap conductance 5678.3 
 
 
 
Figure IV-20: Configuration of VERA HFP assembly. 
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The reference results are taken from the journal paper of Aviles [57] and technical report of CASL 
project [58]. In those documents, the solution of MC21 Monte Carlo code [59] and COBRA-IE 
subchannel thermal hydraulics code and the solution of CASL’s VERA-CS code system, 
MPACT/COBRA-TF [58][60] can be found. MCS simulation was performed with same mesh 
definitions as used for MC21/COBRA-IE and VERA-CS which is 1 radial mesh and 49 axial meshes 
in 365.76 cm active core region. It should be mentioned that there are two thing that might lead the 
disagreement of MCS solution and others. First, MCS uses single channel T/H solver while reference 
results were produced with subchannel code. Second, all of three neutronics codes employs different 
version of neutron data and different way to treat temperature dependent cross sections as follows 
- MCS: ENDF-VII1 data is used. Cross sections are treated by On-The-Fly Broadening module 
for 47 nuclides, and 8 nuclides are treated by interpolation module with 50 – 100 K interval. 
- MC21: ENDF-VII.1 data is used. Cross sections are interpolated with 50K interval in fuel region 
and 10K interval in coolant region. 
- MPACT: 47 group cross section library based on ENDF/B-VII.0 data is used 
 
MCS simulation was performed with 300 multicycles, 5 inactive cycles, 20 active cycles, and 20,000 
histories per cycle. The flow rate per one pin is calculated by dividing number of fuel pins to the total 
flow rate per assembly. Figure IV-21 shows the three-dimensional distribution of power, fuel 
temperature, coolant temperature, and coolant density. As it should be, power distribution and fuel 
temperature show similar trends. The coolant temperature increases from bottom to top since coolant 
flows from bottom to top. Figure IV-22 shows the axial distribution of fuel and coolant temperatures. 
Four results were compared with MC21/COBRA-IE and VERA-CS: effective multiplication factor, 
radial fission reaction rate distribution, radial fuel temperature distribution, exit coolant temperature 
distribution. The multiplication factors are presented in Table IV-8. All of three codes matches well 
within hundred pcm. The axially averaged radial distribution of fission reaction rate and fuel 
temperature are compared in Figure IV-23 and Figure IV-24. Both results are matches well against two 
references in RMS of 0.1% fission error and 6-8K of fuel temperature. Exist coolant temperature also 
matches well with RMS error of 1K. 
 
Table IV-8: Effective Multiplication Factor for VERA Problem 6. 
Code System k-effective SD Difference (pcm) 
MC21/COBRA-IE 1.16424 0.00003 Reference 
VERA-CS 1.16361 - -63 
MCS 1.16444 0.00009 20 
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Figure IV-21: Distributions of power, fuel temperature, coolant temperature, and coolant density for  
VERA problem 6.  
 
Figure IV-22: Axial distribution of fuel and coolant temperatures for VERA problem 6. 
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Figure IV-23: Radial fission reaction rate comparison for VERA problem 6. 
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Figure IV-24: Radial fuel temperature comparison for VERA problem 6. 
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Figure IV-25: Exit coolant temperature comparison for VERA problem 6.
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4.5. Critical Boron Concentration 
 
The critical boron search is implemented in simple way. MCS updates the boron concentration for 
cycle i+1 at the end of every transport cycle based on the k-effective tallied at cycle i as followings: 
 
 ( ), 1 ,1B i i B iC k C C+ = −  +  , (IV.14) 
 
where C is the is the conversion constant from multiplication factor to boron concentration. Constant C 
is set to 104 based on the assumption that reactivity of boron 1 ppm is equal to the 10 pcm reactivity. 
This boron concentration update algorithm is tested against BEAVRS benchmark. Benchmark provides 
the critical boron concentration with 5 rod positions. The simulations were performed with following 
conditions: 
- Geometry: BEAVRS whole core  
- Library: ENDF-VII.1 
- Inactive cycle: 4 
- Active cycle: 30 
- Subcycle: 200 
- Histories per cycle: 50,000 
 
Table IV-9 shows the estimated critical boron concentration and measured data for five rod positions. 
It shows that the estimated critical boron concentration matches well against measured data in the range 
of -5 – 15 ppm. Figure IV-26 shows the critical boron concentration at every cycle including inactive 
and active in all rod out position. It should be noted that the concentration is converged after 2-3 cycles 
and the fluctuation is small. 
 
Table IV-9: Estimated Critical Boron Concentration for BEAVRS Benchmark HZP. 
Bank position Measured MCS SD Difference 
All out 975 970.34  0.61  -4.66  
D in 902 909.82  0.54  7.82  
C,D, in 810 818.59  0.57  8.59  
A,B,C,D in 686 689.28  0.48  3.28  
All in 508 523.69  0.67  15.69  
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Figure IV-26: Critical boron concentration at every cycle (ARO position). 
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V. Power Reactor Simulation 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 
In this section, the capability of MCS to carry out power reactor simulation is demonstrated on the 
BEAVRS benchmark [29]. BEAVRS benchmark is Westinghouse type PWR producing 3,411 MWt. 
The core is composed of 193 fuel assemblies having 264 fuel pins each. The benchmark provides very 
detail information about Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 simulation including power history, inlet temperature, rod 
position, detector signals, loading pattern.  
The plan for this section is as follows. The sensitivity test is performed in section 5.2 to decide 
calculation condition including burnup step, mesh structure, and history. Next, the variance 
overestimation phenomena induced by feedbacks will be discussed in section 5.3. Finally, the BEAVRS 
Cycle 1 and 2 simulations are performed and compared against measured data and two step code 
STREAM/RAST-K (ST/RK) developed at UNIST [61]. 
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5.2. Sensitivity Study on BEAVRS Cycle 1  
 
To meet the criteria of Kord Smith challenges [4] in the development of high-fidelity Light Water 
Reactor (LWR) core neutronics tools, the core behavior should be analyzed down to the level of 
individual fuel pellet. This requires a lot of fuel meshes approximately 220 million zones (193 
assemblies×289 pins/assembly×400 pellets/pin×10 depletion rings/pellet). This will require tones of 
memory about 4 TB which is much larger than maximum memory on computer memory at this moment. 
In addition to this memory issue, the Monte Carlo simulation will take forever to reach the 95/95 
statistical criteria on Linux cluster. Therefore, we have no choice but to used coarse mesh structure to 
finish the simulation with limited computing power and memory. In addition to the mesh structure, 
depletion step also should be decided.  
 
5.2.1. Burnup Step Sensitivity 
 
For the reactor design with two step code system, 15 burnup steps are used in general. Two 
simulations are performed to confirm whether 15 burnup steps are enough or not for Monte Carlo 
simulation by comparing the reference solution produced with 23 burnup steps. The simulation 
conditions are as below: 
- BEAVRS quarter core geometry 
- ENDF-VII.1 library 
- Feedbacks (thermal hydraulics, equilibrium xenon, critical boron concentration, on-the-fly 
Doppler broadening) 
- Semi predictor corrector algorithm 
- 4 inactive cycles, 20 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 10,000 histories per subcycle 
- 1 radial ring and 20 axial meshes per pin 
 
Figure V-1 and Figure V-2 show the critical boron concentration and difference with 2 sigma 
standard deviation of 15 steps and 23 steps. Since the boron concentrations exist at different burnup 
points, the difference was calculated by interpolating data. As shown in the figure, the 15 steps and 23 
steps match well within 2 sigma statistical uncertainty showing 15 steps are enough also for Monte 
Carlo simulation for BEAVRS core. 
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Figure V-1: Critical boron concentration for BEAVRS Cycle 1 with fine and coarse burnup step. 
 
 
Figure V-2: Critical boron concentration difference for BEAVRS Cycle 1 with fine and coarse burnup step. 
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5.2.2. History Sensitivity 
 
The solution of MCS multiphysics simulation can be expressed as follows: 
 
 ( )0
T P
i iE P T  + +( )  . (V.1) 
 
The concern is the uncertainty propagation of thermal hydraulics condition,  εi
𝑇 , to neutronics 
solution. If infinite number of histories are used, the statistical uncertainty of power will be zero and 
the thermal hydraulics condition also have no uncertainty propagated from neutronics solution. 
However, it is inevitable to have neutronics uncertainty. Thus, it is important to estimate the effect of 
uncertainty of thermal hydraulics condition to the Monte Carlo multiphysics solution. Two simulations 
are performed by employing different number of histories per cycle. It should be mentioned that the 
thermal hydraulics uncertainty would be proportional to the uncertainty of power which is inversely 
proportional to the √N. 
 
Two simulations were performed by employing two set of history: 
- Case 1: 4 inactive cycles, 20 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 10,000 histories per subcycle 
- Case 2: 4 inactive cycles, 20 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 100,000 histories per subcycle 
-  
 
Figure V-3: Critical boron concentration difference for BEAVRS Cycle 1 with two set of history. 
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Figure V-4: Radially integrated axial distribution of power and fuel temperature at BOC, MOC, and EOC with two set of history. 
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Figure V-3 shows the critical boron concentration difference with 2sigma for case 1 and 2. As shown 
in the figure, case 1 and 2 matches well within standard deviation. Figure V-4 shows the radially 
integrated axial distribution of power and fuel temperature at BOC, MOC, and EOC. As presented in 
the figure, axial distribution also matches well within standard deviation. Those figures show that 
uncertainty of thermal hydraulics condition does not affect much to the neutronics solution. Thus, the 
solution of case 1 is reliable. Figure V-5 and Figure V-6 show the probability density of fuel and coolant 
temperature standard deviation. It should be noted that the standard deviation used to plot those figures 
are not the estimated standard deviation of all cycles but one cycle. In each figure, there are six lines of 
case 1 and case 2 at BOC, MOC, and EOC state. Since case 2 employs 10 times more histories, the 
standard deviation of case 2 is smaller than case 1. The median standard deviations are compared to see 
the uncertainty convergence behavior whether it follows 1/√N or not. Table V-1 shows the median 
standard deviation of fuel and coolant temperature of case 1, 2, and ratio of two. The ratios of three 
states are about 3.3 which is similar to the ideal ratio √10. 
 
Table V-1: Median Standard Deviation of Fuel and Coolant Temperature. 
State 
Median of Fuel Temperature Median of Coolant Temperature 
C1 C2 C1/C2 C1 C2 C1/C2 
BOC 71.48  20.95  3.41  1.68  0.47  3.61  
MOC 69.89  21.13  3.31  1.60  0.46  3.49  
EOC 75.40  23.98  3.14  1.98  0.63  3.16  
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Figure V-5: Probability density of fuel temperature uncertainty for BEAVRS Cycle 1 BOC and EOC. 
 
 
 
Figure V-6: Probability density of coolant temperature uncertainty for BEAVRS Cycle 1 BOC and EOC. 
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5.2.3. Mesh Structure Sensitivity 
 
The fuel pin must be divided into radially and axially to give distribution of temperature and number 
density. The mesh sensitivity was performed with various number of axial meshes from 1 to 30. It 
should be noted that the pin geometry is modeled explicitly including spacer grid as shown in Figure 
V-7. The fuel, clad, and coolant regions are divided axially from bottom of active fuel region to top of 
active fuel region. There are 12,828 number of fuel pins in the geometry. Thus, the total number of fuel 
meshes are 12,828 × (number of axial meshes). The number of cladding and coolant meshes are same 
as fuel meshes. 
 
 
Figure V-7: Configuration of fuel pin in yz plane. 
 
The simulations were performed at BOC with following conditions 
- 4 inactive cycles, 30 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 20,000 histories per subcycle 
- Thermal hydraulics feedback 
- Equilibrium xenon feedback 
- N axial mesh (N=1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30). (equally divided) 
 
The assembly-wise radial fission distribution with 1 mesh and 30 meshes are compared. In the Figure 
V-8, assembly-wise fission distribution, 2sigma, and relative difference are presented. The result of 1 
mesh matches very well with the result of 30 meshes within 2sigma.  
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Figure V-8: Radial fission distribution comparison with 30 mesh and 1 mesh. 
 
The axial fission distribution in the core with various axial mesh are compared in Figure V-9. The 
axial distribution of all cases matches very well within 2sigma except the one with 1 axial mesh. 
According to the result what we have here, it would be okay to use 5 mesh for BOC simulation. 
 
Figure V-9: Axial fission distribution with various number of mesh (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30). 
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The cycle simulations were performed with 10 axial meshes, 20 axial meshes, and 30 axial meshes: 
- 4 inactive cycles, 30 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 20,000 histories per subcycle 
- Semi predictor corrector with 15 burnup steps 
 
Figure V-10 shows the critical boron concentration difference from solution with 30 meshes. The 
result of 20 meshes and 30 shows good agreement while the difference of 10 meshes and 30 meshes 
increases as burnup progress. The result shows that the 20 axial meshes are required for the burnup 
simulation. 
 
Figure V-10: Critical boron concentration difference of BEAVRS Cycle 1 with 10, 20, and 30 axial meshes. 
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5.2.4. Error Propagation 
 
In Monte Carlo multiphysics simulation, the statistical error of reaction rates propagates as burnup 
progress. Eight simulations were performed with difference random seed:  
- 4 inactive cycles, 30 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 20,000 histories per subcycle 
- Semi predictor corrector with 15 burnup steps 
- 20 axial meshes 
 
Figure V-11 shows the critical boron concentration difference and linear power distribution at BOC, 
MOC, and EOC for 8 simulations. All results match within 2sigma showing the effect of error 
propagation is not severe. The important observation in this figure is that the linear power results of 8 
simulations are match well despite of large standard deviation. This would mean that the MCS 
overestimates the standard deviation, and this will be discussed in the next section. 
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Figure V-11: Critical boron concentration difference and liner power density of BEAVRS Cycle 1 for 8 independent simulations. 
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5.3. Variance Overestimation in Tally 
 
In order to see the variance bias, 28 independent simulations were performed at BOC and 18 
independent simulation were performed at EOC. Five quantities are tallied in this section: critical boron 
concentration, axial shape index, axially integrated radial power (assembly-wise power), radially 
integrated axial power, and mesh-wise power distribution. The simulations were performed by 
employing following condition: 
- 4 inactive cycles, 30 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 20,000 histories per subcycle 
- 20 axial meshes for feedbacks 
- 24 axial meshes for radial power tally (equally divided) 
 
The real and apparent standard deviation of five quantities are summarized in Table V-2. As 
summarized in the table, all parameters are overestimated at BOC and EOC. The relative standard 
deviation of mesh power is at 95% cumulative density point. It should be noted that the ASI and axial 
power show the biggest overestimation while critical boron concentration and radial power distribution 
show smaller overestimation ratio.  
 
Table V-2: Real and Apparent Standard Deviation of Five Quantities. 
 CBC (SD) ASI (SD) RP (RSD) AP (RSD) Mesh (RSD) 
BOC (App.) 1.39 0.0144 0.5-1.5% 0.8-2.6% 8.23% 
BOC (Real) 0.87 0.0061 0.4-1.1% 0.5-1.5% 8.15% 
EOC (App.) 1.87 0.0616 0.4-1.6% 1.3-4.3% 7.3% 
EOC(Real) 1.50 0.0086 0.4-1.0% 0.5-1.5% 6.5% 
 
The overestimation of variance can be explained with the inter-cycle correlation induced by 
multiphysics feedback. In order to measure the autocorrelation coefficients, another simulation was 
performed with 6,000 active cycles. ACCs of mesh 1,7, 12, 19, 24 are presented in the Figure V-12. In 
case of equilibrium xenon feedback, high power at cycle i leads high xenon density at cycle i+1 which 
will lead lower power. Big negative autocorrelation coefficients at lag 1 can be explained with this 
negative effect of feedbacks. One more thing should be mentioned that the correlation of even lag is 
negative and odd lag is positive, and the correlation will not vanish. The overestimation of variance can 
be solved by adopting batch method. The variance with large T batch will converges to the real variance. 
Thus, the ratio of sample standard deviation, R(T), with 1 batch and T batch as shown in Eq. (V.2) is 
estimated to check how many batches are required to have unbiased variance. 
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Figure V-12: Autocorrelation coefficients of axial power at BOC. 
 
Figure V-13 shows the ratio R(T) of first mesh at BOC, and it shows the ratio converges with 20 
batch size. Same test is performed for EOC too. The autocorrelation coefficients are presented in Figure 
V-14. The correlation of cycles is bigger than BOC which can explains bigger overestimation. Due to 
larger correlation, number of batches required to estimates unbiased standard deviation increase to 60 
as shown in Figure V-15.  
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Figure V-13: Standard deviation of 1st mesh with different batch size at BOC. 
 
 
Figure V-14: Autocorrelation coefficients of axial power at EOC. 
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Figure V-15: Standard deviation of 1st mesh with different batch size at EOC. 
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5.4. BEAVRS Cycle 1 
 
5.4.1. Simulation Result 
 
The Cycle 1 simulation was performed with following condition: 
- BEAVRS quarter core geometry  
- ENDF-VII.1 library 
- Feedbacks (thermal hydraulics, equilibrium xenon, critical boron concentration, on-the-fly 
Doppler broadening) 
- Semi predictor corrector algorithm 
- 4 inactive cycles, 20 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 100,000 histories per subcycle 
- 1 radial ring and 20 axial meshes per pin 
- 15 burnup steps 
- 100% power 
- All rod out condition 
 
The simulation was performed with 45 processors on Linux cluster (Intel Xeon E5-2620 @ 
3.00GHz). It cost 13 GB memory per processor and 28 hours per one step calculation when the number 
of isotopes in burnup cell is saturated. Figure V-16 shows the critical boron concentration curves of 
MCS together with measurement, MPACT [62], and ST/RK. The critical boron concentration change 
trend matches very well with measurement, but it shows 35 ppm discrepancy between MCS and 
measurement as shown in Figure V-17 while the critical boron concentration of three codes matches 
within 20 ppm. It should be noted that the standard deviation of estimated critical boron concentration 
is less than 0.5 ppm for all burnup points. Figure V-18 presents the assembly power, core average axial 
power density, core average axial fuel temperature, and core average axial coolant temperature at 
beginning of cycle (EFPD = 2.4). The assembly power distribution agrees very well with RMS error of 
0.95% while standard deviation of assembly power is about 0.3%. The core average axial distributions 
match well except spacer grid location. MCS results of power and fuel temperature show small deep at 
the location of spacer grid since MCS modeled the spacer grid explicitly while ST/RK used smeared 
spacer grid model. Figure V-19 and Figure V-20 present same quantity at the middle of cycle (EFPD = 
144) and end of cycle (EPFD = 300). The assembly power distributions of both step match very well 
with RMS error of 0.34% and 0.58%. The core average axial distributions also agree very well.  
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Figure V-16: Critical boron concentration curve for BEAVRS Cycle 1. 
 
 
Figure V-17: Critical boron concentration difference for BEAVRS Cycle 1. 
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Figure V-18: Assembly power and axial distribution of MCS and ST/RK for BEAVRS Cycle 1 BOC.  
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Figure V-19: Assembly power and axial distribution of MCS and ST/RK for BEAVRS Cycle 1 MOC. 
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Figure V-20: Assembly power and axial distribution of MCS and ST/RK for BEAVRS Cycle 1 EOC.  
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The operation history of Cycle 1 is quite complex as shown in the Figure V-21. The power alters 
very frequently as well as control rod position. BEAVRS provides the measured detector signal at 24 
points which is marked in blue dot together with inlet coolant temperature, rod position, power. In order 
to produce detector signal with given condition, MCS simulations were performed with restart 
capability by using the number density produced by previous simulation with 100% all rod out condition. 
The MCS simulations were performed by employing 4 inactive cycles, 20 active cycle, 300 subcycles, 
and 10,000 histories per subcycle.  
 
 
Figure V-21: Power history of BEAVRS Cycle 1. 
 
Benchmark provides tilt corrected detector signal together with original detector signal since the 
original signal is tilted a lot. The detector signal was calculated by inserting very small about of 235U 
input instrument tube and tally the fission reaction rate. The maximum, minimum, and RMS difference 
of detector signal for 22 burnup points are compared and summarized in Table II. The detector signal 
matches very well with 1.5-3% RMS error while the standard deviation is about 1-2%. The radial 
detector signals are presented for selected three points represent BOC (EFPD = 0), MOC (EFPD = 111 
days), and EOC (EFPD=296 days). At BOC, the RMC different is 1.84% as shown in Figure V-22. The 
MOC and EOC also shows good agreement with RMS error of 2.45% and 2.30% as shown in Figure 
V-23 and Figure V-24. Overall, MCS result of Cycle 1 shows good agreement with ST/RK and measured 
data.   
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Table V-3: Detector Signal Comparison for BEAVRS Cycle 1. 
EFPD Max (%) Min (%) RMS (%) 
0.00 4.56 -3.36 1.84 
0.93 3.78 -4.67 2.00 
3.58 4.56 -6.53 2.33 
6.43 6.21 -5.19 3.04 
15.46 3.17 -4.68 2.01 
16.05 3.52 -3.54 1.77 
21.07 2.46 -3.84 1.67 
24.54 5.23 -5.59 2.54 
36.13 3.08 -4.86 1.96 
51.86 0.94 -5.64 2.68 
79.07 2.77 -5.81 2.07 
110.63 0.75 -5.19 2.45 
144.18 1.46 -6.18 2.62 
155.65 1.81 -4.64 2.49 
180.05 3.73 -6.61 2.02 
208.66 2.88 -5.48 2.25 
235.09 5.11 -4.85 2.55 
265.81 3.43 -5.50 2.08 
295.96 0.93 -4.33 2.30 
309.72 4.00 -5.61 3.10 
326.23 2.11 -5.44 2.79 
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Figure V-22: Radial detector signal for BERA Cycle 1 at BOC (EDPF = 0 days). 
 
 
 
Figure V-23: Radial detector signal for BERA Cycle 1 at MOC (EDPF = 111 days). 
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1.049 0.893 1.145 0.976 1.221 1.004 1.287 0.733
-1.531 -0.416 0.632 0.800 0.769 2.035 3.615 0.646
0.940 1.143 0.968 1.249 - 1.307 - 0.584
0.934 1.143 0.935 1.259 - 1.367 - 0.598
-0.689 -0.026 -3.364 0.802 - 4.558 - 2.342
1.147 0.974 1.212 - 1.343 1.196 0.958
1.158 0.955 1.196 - 1.332 1.195 0.960
0.932 -1.982 -1.320 - -0.782 -0.105 0.192
0.935 1.168 0.984 1.307 1.196 0.852 0.702
0.925 1.187 0.974 1.363 1.192 0.834 0.691
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-0.947 -2.067 -0.938 - -3.633 -2.723 -2.263
1.037 - 1.022 1.225 1.010 0.710 0.533
1.031 - 0.999 1.230 0.986 0.697 0.511
-0.543 - -2.240 0.434 -2.372 -1.813 -4.210 Max 0.75%
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Figure V-24: Radial detector signal for BERA Cycle 1 at EOC (EDPF = 296 days). 
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0.246 -2.506 0.100 - -2.521 -3.270 -1.349
1.073 - 1.067 1.243 1.086 - 0.560
1.041 - 1.057 1.237 1.056 - 0.544
-2.941 - -0.936 -0.471 -2.733 - -2.870 Max 0.93%
1.205 0.920 1.171 - 0.759 0.560 Min -4.33%
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Rel. Diff.
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Rel. Diff. (%)
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The pin-wise power, flux, fuel temperature, coolant density at BOC, EOC, and EOC are shown in 
the Figure V-25. The local quantity tally results look reasonable proving that the capability of MCS 
Cycle simulation. 
 
 
Figure V-25: Pin power, fuel average temperature, exit coolant temperature and exit coolant density for 
BEAVRS Cycle 1 at BOC, MOC, and EOC. 
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5.4.2. Statistical Uncertainty 
 
The 95/95 1% criterion is often suggested as a convergence criterion of MC fission source 
distribution. The 95/95 criterion means that uncertainty of tally result should be treated with at least a 
95% probability at a 95% confidence level. To achieve 95/95 criterion, the standard deviation of tally 
mesh at 95% probability should be lower than 0.51% (1/1.96). In Monte Carlo simulation, the standard 
deviation decreases as more histories are used, and increases with more tally mesh. There are 50,952 
pins in BEAVRS core, and the number of mesh increases proportional to the number of radial mesh and 
axial mesh in one pin. It is important to know what the statistical uncertainty and how many histories 
are required to meet the criterion of 95/95 to decide the running strategy and to estimates to computing. 
The statistical uncertainty calculated in the section 5.3 by using BEAVRS quarter core geometry was 
used to estimate the computing time required to meet 95/95 criteria. The simulation was performed with 
4 inactive cycles, 30 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 20,000 histories per subcycle (total history in 
active cycles = 180,000,000). Figure V-26 presents the cumulative density of apparent and real standard 
deviation of mesh-wise tally at BOC and EOC. As shown in the figure, the 95% points of real and 
apparent at BOC are similar around 8.2%, and the 95% of real and apparent at EOC are 7.3% and 6.5%. 
The computing time to meet 95/95 criteria is estimated by using the real standard deviation by assuming 
the standard deviation will decreases as 1/sqrt(N). MCS can treat the 1500 particles per second at BOC, 
and the standard deviation of 95% point is 8.3%. In order to decreases 8.3% to 0.51%, 16.27 times more 
history should be used. The expected computing to run 2,929,411,764 (=180,000,000 16.27 =) histories 
is 22.6 days with single processor. MCS can treat the 200 particles per second at EOC, and the standard 
deviation of 95% point is 6.5%. Thus, it will cost 132.76 days to meet 95/95 criteria at EOC with single 
processor. The estimated simulation time is summarized in Table V-4. 
 
Table V-4: Transport Time to Meet 95/95 Criterion for BEAVRS Quarter Core with 20 Axial Meshes. 
 BOC EOC 
History per Second-Proc. 1,500 200 
History for 95/95 1% Criterion  2,929,411,764 2,294,117,647 
Transport Time with  
Single Proc. (days) 
22,6 132.76 
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Figure V-26: Cumulative density of real and apparent standard deviation of mesh-wise power for BEAVRS 
Cycle 1 at BOC and EOC. 
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5.5. BEAVRS Cycle 2 
 
5.5.1. Refueling 
 
To perform the BEAVRS Cycle 2 simulation, the assemblies at the end of Cycle 1 should be shuffled 
and fresh fuel should be loaded according to the given loading pattern shown in Figure V-27. The 
challenge here is that there are 128,280 fuel mesh in the quarter core, and there are about 250 nuclides 
in a single mesh. This is almost impossible to make shuffled core manually.  
 
 
Figure V-27: BEAVRS Cycle 2 shuffling pattern.  
 
For the refueling, MCS prints the number density of each assembly into separate files at the end of 
Cycle 1. For Cycle 2, MCS replace the number density in each assembly by using the files assigned by 
user. The MCS input should be ready for Cycle 2 refueling as shown in Figure V-28. The Cycle 2 input 
has fresh fuels in green and orange color with the assemblies ready to be replaced in red. The material 
composition in the red assembly will be replaced for the Cycle 2 simulation. Figure V-29 shows the 
235U number density at the end of Cycle 1 and beginning of Cycle 2. The gradation of uranium density 
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can be clearly observed showing that the fuel is depleted well during Cycle 1 and it is shuffled well for 
Cycle 2 simulation. It should be noted that the refueling assemblies had 100 days cooling time. 
 
 
Figure V-28: Configuration of BEAVRS Cycle 2 before refueling. 
 
 
Figure V-29: 235U density at the end of Cycle 1 and beginning of Cycle2. 
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5.5.2. Cycle 2 Simulation 
 
The BOC HZP is performed prior to Cycle 2 simulation to check whether the modeling is done well. 
The simulation is performed for with 300 subcycles, 4 inactive cycles, 30 active cycle, and 10,000 
histories per subcycle. MCS result of critical boron concentration is compared with measured data and 
MPACT solution [62] as in Table V-5. MCS shows very good agreement different within 20 ppm 
comparing measured data and 7 ppm comparing MPACT result.  
 
 Figure V-32 shows the power history and detector map positions, there are 15 detector signals are 
given. MCS simulation is performed with 100% power level with 300 multicycles, 4 inactive cycles, 
20 active cycles, and 10,000 histories per multicycle. The simulation time and memory requirement are 
similar with it of end of Cycle 1. It takes about 4 hours with 6GB memory per processor.  
 
Table V-5: Critical Boron Concentration for BEAVRS Cycle 2 BOC HZP. 
Rod 
Measured 
(ppm) 
MCS 
(ppm) 
SD 
(ppm) 
MPACT 
(ppm) 
ARO 1405  1380  1.24  1387 
 
The Cycle 2 simulation was performed with following condition: 
- BEAVRS quarter core geometry  
- ENDF-VII.1 library 
- Feedbacks (thermal hydraulics, equilibrium xenon, critical boron concentration, on-the-fly 
Doppler broadening) 
- Semi predictor corrector algorithm 
- 4 inactive cycles, 20 active cycles, 300 subcycles, and 10,000 histories per subcycle 
- 1 radial ring and 20 axial meshes per pin 
- 15 burnup steps 
- 100% power 
- All rod out condition 
 
Figure V-30 presents the critical boron concentration curves of MCS, MPACT, ST/RK, and 
measurement. The critical boron concentration of four data match very well within 25 ppm except the 
MCS and ST/RK at beginning of cycle. The discrepancy of MCS and ST/RK is originated from the 
cooling time. MCS considered the 100 days cooling time while ST/RK does not considered it. Since 
MCS considered cooling time, neutron absorber such as xenon and fission products are decayed out. 
Thus, the critical boron concentration of MCS at BOC is much higher than it of ST/RK.  
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The operation history of Cycle 2 is much simpler than it of Cycle 1 as shown in Figure V-32, and 
there are 14 data point which provides detector signal marked in blue. Unlikely Cycle 1, the data points 
of Cycle 2 is almost 100% power and all rod out state. Thus, the detector signals are calculated during 
Cycle simulation. Among 14 data points, 10 data points are selected to compare detector signal which 
produced which 100% power. The maximum, minimum, and RMS difference are calculated and 
summarized in the Table V-6.  As shown in the table, MCS detector signal result shows good 
agreement against measured data. The RMS error is about 1.5-3% for all points while the standard 
deviation is about 1-2%. 
 
 
Figure V-30: CBC curve for BEAVRS Cycle 2. 
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Figure V-31: CBC difference curve for BEAVRS Cycle 2. 
 
 
Figure V-32: Power history of BEAVRS Cycle 2. 
 
The radial detector signals for selected three points are compared representing BOC (EDPC=5.39), 
MOC (EFPD =124.25), and MOC (EFPD=248.06). Figure V-33 shows the radial signal at the BOC. It 
shows RMS difference of 2.87% and maximum absolute difference of 6.34%. Figure V-34 shows the 
radial signal at the MOC. It shows RMC difference of 2.11% and maximum absolute difference of 
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6.21%. Figure V-35 shows the detector signal at the EOC. It shows the RMC difference of 1.65% and 
maximum absolute difference of 5.89%. Overall, MCS result of Cycle 2 shows good agreement and the 
local quantity tally results looks reasonable proving that the capability of MCS multi-cycle simulation. 
 
Table V-6: Detector Signal Comparison for BEAVRS Cycle 2. 
EFPD Max (%) Min (%) RMS (%) 
5.39  2.98  -6.34  2.87  
27.02  1.59  -6.01  3.04  
50.19  0.50  -6.86  2.76  
96.13  1.98  -4.55  2.14  
124.25  2.85  -6.21  2.11  
155.09  3.60  -4.00  1.74  
183.43  5.72  -4.09  2.35  
207.55  2.85  -3.89  1.90  
222.47  3.98  -4.16  1.73  
248.06  2.74  -5.89  1.65  
 
 
 
Figure V-33 Radial detector signal for BERA Cycle 2 at BOC (EDPF = 5.39 days). 
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Rel. Diff.
BEAVRS
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Rel. Diff. (%)
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Figure V-34: Radial detector signal for BERA Cycle 2 at BOC (EDPF = 124.25 days). 
 
 
Figure V-35: Radial detector signal for BERA Cycle 2 at BOC (EDPF = 248.06 days). 
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The pin-wise power, flux, fuel temperature, coolant density at BOC, EOC, and EOC are shown in 
the Figure V-36. The local quantity tally results look reasonable proving that the capability of MCS 
Cycle simulation. 
 
 
Figure V-36: Pin power, fuel average temperature, exit coolant temperature and exit coolant density for 
BEAVRS Cycle 2 at BOC, MOC, and EOC. 
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VI. Conclusion 
 
The goal of this thesis was to develop a new Monte Carlo code MCS for power reactor simulation 
to extended the applications of Monte Carlo code on practical working station. In this thesis, the features 
and performance of MCS were discussed showing the capability and high efficiency solving large-scale 
multiphysics problem. The feasibility of using Monte Carlo code for power reactor application was 
examined in this study, and it was demonstrated that it is possible to calculated Cycle solution with 1-
2% standard including critical boron concentration, assembly power, axial power, radial detector signal.  
In section II, the general capabilities of MCS was overviewed. The common features required for 
neutron transport capability including transport kernel, collision kernel, depletion kernel was described 
and tested against various benchmark cases: ICSBEP benchmark, INDC benchmark, Doppler defect 
benchmark, BEAVRS benchmark. The parallel performance of MCS was demonstrated against 
BEAVRS benchmark Cycle 1 at end of cycle incorporation with feedbacks including thermal hydraulics, 
depletion, and equilibrium xenon. The parallel efficiency was tested up to 1,120 processors, and the 
efficiency was over 90 %. The tally performed of MCS was also demonstrated against Monte Carlo 
performance benchmark up to 13M tally bins. The overhead of tally bin searching time was 1%, and 
the overhead of adding one tally quantity was about 0.5%. 
In section III, the inter-cycle correlation of Monte Carlo simulation for high dominance problem was 
studied. The variance bias due to inter-cycle correlation was overviewed, and the model to estimate the 
variance bias when subcycle method is adopted was developed and tested. It was estimated that 120 
subcycles are required to reduce variance bias less than 5% when solving BEAVRS benchmark. Then, 
it was confirmed that the standard deviation of assembly-wise power converges following ideal slope 
proving that the inter-cycle correlation is almost removed.  
In section IV, the feedbacks required for the power reactor simulation was discussed one by one. The 
CRAM burnup solver was adopted and tested against VERA benchmark by comparing the result of 
Serpent Monte Carlo code. The unphysical oscillation induced from by statistical uncertainty of xenon 
number density was discussed and it was studied that the equilibrium xenon feedback helps to prevent 
this phenomenon. For the temperature dependent cross section generation, Windowed multipole 
represent module was adopted for resolved resonance energy range together with on-the-fly 
interpolation function for the thermal scattering and probability table. The implemented functions were 
tested by comparing cross sections from pre-processed data by NJOY. At last, Thermal hydraulics solver 
TH1D was implemented and the feedback strategy was discussed. It was tested against VERA 
benchmark problem 6 by comparing MC21 and MPACT solution.  
In section V, the sensitivity study was performed to decide the calculation condition of Monte Carlo 
power reactor simulation. It was shown that it requires at least 15 burnup steps, 20 axial meshes should 
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be used to have converged solution. The overestimation of variance was found during sensitivity study, 
and it was studied. Monte Carlo results tends to overestimate the variance due to feedbacks over 
transport cycles. Among various size of meshes, the core average axial distribution showed largest 
overestimation ratio, and the ratio increased as burnup progresses. Finally, the power reactor simulation 
was demonstrated against BEAVRS benchmark Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 simulation. The critical boron 
concentration, assembly power, core average axial distribution, and detector signal were compared. The 
critical boron concentration showed good agreement within 40 ppm against measurement data. The 
radial detector signal also showed good agreement comparing measurement within RMS error of 1-3%.  
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